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PREFACE

Non-crystalline or amorphous alloys form an important class of materials from the

point of view of fundamental condensed matter research as well as technological

applications. They differ from their crystalline counter parts by the absence of long

range order. Their interesting electrical. optical and magnetic properties along with

the wide flexibility in preparation and composition make them unique in several

applications. Like crystalline materials. non-crystalline materials can be ionic.

covalent, metallic or van der Waals' bonded materials. Consequently, they can be

insulating. semiconducting or metallic in nature.

Amorphous semiconductors can be generally classified into two groups as

tetrahedrally coordinated semiconductors like a-Si, a-Ge etc. and chalcogenide

semiconductors like Ge-Se. As-Se etc. Chalcogenide glasses contain one or more of

the chaIcogen elements, S. Se or Te of the sixth group of the periodic table. The

four-fold coordination in Si leads to symmetrical bonding and the formation of rigid

structures, while the two-fold coordination in chalcogens is highly asymmetrical and

the structure gives rise to greater degree of flexibility for interatomic bonds. Like

other glassy solids. these materials also possess only short-range order and because

of this. the theories developed for crystalline materials cannot directly be applied to

them.

Chalcogenide glasses form an important class of amorphous solids. They

have very interesting physical properties and can be prepared in the bulk as well as

thin film forms. One of the greatest advantages of these glasses is the composition

dependent tunability of their properties. which enables one to design materials for



specific requirements. They have potential technological applications such as

materials for threshold and memory switching, inorganic photoresist, xerography, IR

detection and transmission etc. These materials are suitable for IR optical elements

such as cell windows and prisms and as FIR beam condensers. splitters and other

accessories, since they do not absorb IR radiation. Many of these glasses can be

formed by the conventional melt quenching technique over a wide composition

range making them suitable model systems f~r systematic studies on composition

dependent properties.

In order to explain the features observed in the composition dependence of

various properties of chalcogenide glasses. various models like random network

models and topological models have been proposed. According to the chemically

ordered covalent network (COeN) model, heteropolar bonding is maximized, there

by favouring chemical order. Topological models use the concept of average

coordination number Z and interpret the properties of chalcogenide glasses in tenns

ofZ.

It has long been known that intrinsic chalcogenide glasses behave like p-type

semiconductors and are insensitive to 'doping' in small amounts. This behaviour is

attributed to the local valence saturation of the dopant atoms. Fermi level is

considered to be pinned due to the equilibrium between positively and negatively

charged defect states, known as valence alternation pairs (VAPs). The presence of a

large number of defect states in the band gap makes them normally insensitive to

impurity doping. However. of late, it has been found that the addition of heavy

elemental metallic impurities like Pb or Si to Ge-Se glasses or Pb to In-Se glasses

can enter the network as charged species, alter the concentration of VAPs and
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consequently change the conduction type from p to n-type at a certain composition.

This discovery has led to extensive research on these materials and to a

reconsideration of the existing theories of electronic structure of chalcogenide

glasses. The pto n-type change over or carrier type reversal (CTR) gets reflected in

electrical transport properties such as activation energy, thermoelectric power, Hall

coefficient etc. We have measured the composition dependence of thermal

parameters of Pb doped Ge-Se, Bi doped Ge-Se and Pb doped In-Se systems, which

are reported to undergo p to n transition as Pb/Bi doping level is varied, using

photopyroelectric (PPE) and photoacoustic (PA) techniques. Specifically, we have

measured composition dependence of heat capacity and thermal conductivity across

the transition composition. It is found that the thermal parameters show anomalous

variations at compositions corresponding to the p to n transition or carrier type

reversal. We have also studied the composition dependence of photoconductivity in

these systems.

Electrical switching is an interesting property exhibited by certain Te based

chalcogenide glasses. It is the rapid and reversible transition between a highly

resistive OFF state and a conductive ON state driven by an external electric field and

characterized by a threshold voltage. Depending on the material, switching can be of

threshold type or memory type. In threshold type switching, the ON state persists

only while the current flows, down to a certain holding voltage, whereas in memory

type switching the ON state is permanent until a suitable reset pulse is applied. We

have measured the variation of thermal parameters in In-Te glass system during

electrical switching using PPE technique.
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Ge-As-Se is a typical ternary chalcogenide glass system. It has got one of the

largest glass forming regions. We have measured the thermal parameters of this

system as a function of the average coordination number and studied the effect of

various topological thresholds on them.

The thesis is divided into eight chapters. In the first chapter, an overall

review of amorphous semiconductors is given. It includes an introduction to

chalcogenide glasses, followed by a brief discussion on the important structural

models proposed for chalcogenide glasses and their electrical and thermal properties.

Photoconductivity, electrical switching and carrier type reversal in chalcogenide

glasses are described in detail in this chapter.

Chapter 2 presents a description of the experimental techniques used in the

present investigation. Brief description of the PA spectrometer is given.

Photoacoustic measurement of thermal diffusivity is described. Simultaneous

measurement of thermal conductivity and heat capacity employing photopyroelectric

technique is also described. Details of photoconductivity and electrical switching

experiments are also given in this chapter.

Pb-Ge-Se system forms homogeneous glass in two series (i) Pb2oGe.\.Sego. x

(x = 17 - 24) and (ii) PbyGe-l2_ySe58 (y == 0 - 20). Both the series exhibit carrier type

reversals; series I at x ~ 2 L and series Il at y ~ 8. We have measured the thermal

parameters as a function of composition in this system. It is found that CTR gets

reflected in these measurements. The results obtained are presented in chapter 3 of

the thesis. The results are explained in terms of enhancement in carrier concentration

during pto n transition.

IV



Bi doped Ge-Se and Pb doped In-Se are two other systems which exhibit

carrier type reversal. BixGe2oSeso-x system exhibits eTR at x:::: 7. while Pbxln25.,·Se75

system exhibits eTR at x:::: 5. We have measured the variation of thermal parameters

as a function of composition in these systems. the results of which are discussed in

chapter 4 of the thesis. The results are discussed in terms of the mechanism of CTR

already outlined in chapter 3.

Chapter 5 deals with the photoconductivity measurements in Pb-Ge-Se and

Pb-In-Se systems. It is found that the p to n transition gets reflected in these

measurements. Temperature dependence of photoconductivity is also measured. The

results obtained are analyzed in terms of the existing photoconductivity models.

correlating them to the mechanism ofp to n transition in these systems.

In chapter 6 we report the results of our electrical switching studies on

In~TelO().x (x = 20-40) glass system that exhibit CTR. We have also measured the

variation in thermal parameters of the samples during electrical switching.

Thermal parameters of Ge-As-Se system are reported in chapter 7 of thesis.

We have measured the thermal parameters as a function of the average coordination

number Z. The effects of various topological thresholds on thermal parameters are

discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 8 is the concluding chapter incorporating overall conclusions of the

work presented in earlier chapters. Further scopes for the work that can be done in

this direction on other chalcogenide glass systems are also discussed.
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CHAPTER-l

Review of chalcogenide glasses

1.1 Introduction

A perfect crystal is a solid. in which the atoms or group of atoms are arranged in a

pattern that repeats periodically in three dimensions to an infinite extent. An

imperfect crystal is one, which possesses defects such as vacancies, interstitial

foreign atoms or dislocations. Strictly speaking. most crystals are imperfect. On the

other hand, non-crystalline or amorphous materials possess randomness or disorder

in the arrangement of their atoms. Randomness or disorder can occur in several

forms, of which topological (or geometrical), spin. substitutional and vibrational

disorders are the most important. These types of disorders are illustrated in Fig. 1.1.

Disorder is not a unique property. It must be compared with some standard. and that

standard is the perfect crystal.

Topological disorder is that form of randomness in which there is no

translational periodicity whatsoever (Fig. 1.1a). Certain amorphous materials have

considerable short-range (or local) order. while others have little. However. both

have no long-range order. So amorphous solids are therefore distinguished by their

lack of periodicity and long-range translational order. This thesis deals with

materials that possess topological disorder.
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Fig. 1.1 Types of disorder

(a) topological disorder (b) spin disorder

(c) substitutional disorder (d) vibrational disorder.

Another variety of randomness is spin or magnetic disorder, in which the

underlying crystalline lattice is preserved, but each atomic site possesses a spin or

magnetic moment oriented randomly (Fig. 1.1b). Materials possessing randomness

in spin are called spin glasses. A further kind of randomness is substitutional

disorder in which, although the underlying crystalline lattice is preserved, the

material is infact an alloy with one type of atom randomly substituting the other in

the lattice (Fig. 1.1c). The final category of randomness is vibrational disorder of a

crystalline lattice (Fig. l.ld). The concept of a perfect crystal is only valid at

absolute zero of temperature, and at any finite temperature, the random motion of

atoms about their equilibrium positions destroys the perfect periodicity. However,
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vibrational disorder is not another form of topological disorder, since although the

atoms are vibrating, they do so about their equilibrium crystalline positions, which

are not topologically disordered.

The terms amorphous and non-crystalline are synonymous and can be used

interchangeably, whereas the term glass is more restricted. The definition of glass is

that, it is an amorphous solid, which exhibits a glass transition, even though the term

has conventionally been used for an amorphous solid prepared by quenching the

melt. If the randomness in a liquid is frozen we get a solid, which is a glass. For a

solid glass, the shear viscosity exceeds 1014
.
4 poise.

1.1.1 The glass transition

Materials that can be quenched from a melt to form an amorphous solid are

represented by all the major types of bonding interactions found in solids viz.,

covalent, ionic, metallic, van der Waals' and hydrogen bonds. Consequently. they

can be insulating, semiconducting or metallic in nature.

When a vapour is cooled, it forms a liquid and when the liquid is cooled

further it solidifies. A liquid may solidify in the following two ways, (i)

discontinuously to a crystalline solid or (ii) continuously to an amorphous solid.

These are shown in Fig. 1.2. This figure should be read from right to left, since time

runs in that direction during the course of temperature lowering. A sharp break or

bend in V(I') marks a change of phase occurring with decrease of temperature The

first occurs when the gas condenses to the liquid phase at the boiling temperature Ts

Continued cooling decreases the liquid volume in a continued fashion, the slope of

the smooth V(T) curve defining the liquid's volume coefficient of thermal

expansion. Eventually, when the temperature is bought low enough, a liquid ~ solid
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Fig. 1.2 The two general cooling paths by which an assembly of atoms can condense

into the solid state. Route (1) is the path to the crystalline state. Route (2) is the rapid

quench path to the amorphous solid state.

transition takes place following anyone of the two ways cited above and as

indicated in Fig. 1.2.

The liquid ~ crystal transition is marked by a discontinuity in Vtl'), an

abrupt contraction to the volume of the crystalline solid at temperature Tf This is

usually the route taken to arrive at the solid state if the quenching experiment is

carried out at a sufficiently low cooling rate. But at sufficiently high cooling rates, it

is found that most materials alter their behaviour and follow route (2) to the solid

phas- Temperature Tj is bypassed and the liquid phase persists until a lower

temperature Tg is reached. The liquid ~ glass transition occurs in a narrow

temperature interval near Tg, the glass transition temperature. There is no volume
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discontinuity as such; instead V(J) bends over to acquire a small slope characteristic

of the low thermal expansion of a solid.

Experiments show that the observed glass transition temperature Tg depends

upon the cooling rate at which the experiment is carried out. This dependence is very

small in most solids. Typically, changing the cooling rate by an order of magnitude

causes Tg to shift by a few degrees Kelvin. The reason that Tg shifts to lower

temperatures when the cooling process is extended over longer times resides in the

temperature dependence of a typical molecular relaxation time t: The quantity 11T

characterizes the rate at which the molecular configuration (atomic scale structure)

of the condensed system adapts itself to a change in temperature. This quantity

varies enormously during the cooling process as indicated in Fig. 1.2. As soon as the

temperature of the liquid is lowered to Tf, it may take route (l) to the solid state and

crystallize. But crystallization takes time. Crystalline centres must form by

nucleation and then grow by outward propagation of the crystal/liquid interfaces.

With the liquid being cooled at a finite rate, the liquid may be taken below Tj along

the V(J) trajectory, which smoothly continues the curve from higher temperatures.

In the temperature interval between Tf and Tg , the liquid is referred to as

supercooled liquid. If its temperature can be taken below Tg before crystallization

has had time to occur, the liquid solidifies as the glass and remains in this form

essentially indefinitely. Therefore, glass formation is a matter of bypassing

crystallization.

The thermodynamic variables, volume, entropy and enthalpy are continuous

through glass transition, but exhibit a change of slope there. This implies that at Tg,

there should be a discontinuity in derivative variables such as coefficient of thermal
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expansion, compressibility and heat capacity. This is indeed the case in all glasses.

Even though a number of theories have been put forward to explain glass transition,

it still remains a phenomenon, which is not yet completely understood.

1.2 Preparation and classification of amorphous

solids

1.2.1 Preparation

The glass forming ability of solids vary considerably, but, in principle, all solids can

be prepared in the amorphous state, provided the required necessary physical

conditions are satisfied. Nearly all materials can, if cooled fast enough and far

enough, be prepared as amorphous solids. Thus, the essential ingredient in the

preparation of an amorphous solid is speed and the formation of amorphous state is a

process of bypassing crystallization [1]. Usually cooling rates of 102_106 K sec-I are

required to freeze the disorder. For pure metals, cooling rates of 109 K sec-1 are

required. Details of glass formation and related processes are discussed in many

review articles [2-6].

There exists a number of ways for the preparation of materials in the

amorphous state. Thermal evaporation, sputtering, chemical vapour deposition and

melt quenching are the most commonly used techniques to prepare amorphous

materials [7]. Amorphous thin films are usually prepared by vapour deposition or

sputtering. Bulk glasses having a well-defined Tg are usually prepared by the melt

quenching technique.

6



1.2.2 Classification

As already stated, amorphous solids are characterized by different kinds of bonding,

and consequently they can be insulating, semiconducting or metallic in nature.

Amorphous semiconductors can, in general, be divided into two groups as

tetrahedrally coordinated silicon type materials and two-fold coordinated

chalcogenide glasses [8]. Chalcogenide glasses contain one or more of the chalcogen

elements, sulphur, selenium or tellurium of the sixth group of the periodic table. The

distinction between these two classes can be well accounted for on the basis of

chemical considerations. The four-fold coordination in Si leads to symmetrical

bonding and the formation of rigid structures. In this case a continuous random

network with tetrahedral bonds can be constructed with negligible density deficit

and very little possibility for local reorganization of atoms. On the other hand, the

two-fold coordination in chalcogens is highly asymmetrical and the structure gives

rise to greater degree of flexibility. A major distinction comes from the fact that, in

chalcogens, but not in Si, the valence band is formed from non-bonding lone pair p

electrons and is very important when we consider the defect chemistry and various

properties of chalcogenide glasses that differentiate it from Si type materials.

Out of these two classes of materials, chalcogenide glasses can be prepared

in the bulk, as well as thin film forms, but a direct comparison of the properties of

thin film and bulk glasses may not be possible. However, Si type materials cannot

often be prepared in the bulk form by the melt quenching technique. These materials

are usually prepared in the thin film form. The reason why certain materials can be

prepared in the thin film as well as bulk forms, while others can only be prepared in

the thin film form can be explained by the nature of chemical bonds present in these

7



materials. This difference has its origin in the mismatch between constraints and the

number of degrees of freedom in three dimensions and the flexibility required to

accommodate the mismatch. The flexibility of covalent bond angles is largest for the

two-fold coordinated Se type materials and least for the tetrahedrally coordinated Si

type materials. The reason for this is the greater variety of admixture from other

atomic orbitals to the covalent bond when the coordination number is less than the

number of valence electrons. Therefore, based on chemical considerations and the

average coordination number Z, a classification of amorphous solids can be made as

shown in Fig. 1.3. According to this, glasses are restricted to 3 ~ Z ~ 2, and materials

with higher connectivity, i.e., 4 ~ Z ~ 3 are over constrained amorphous, while those

with Z < 2 are under constrained amorphous. The average coordination number Z =

4 separates non-crystalline metals from semiconductors or insulators.

r--Metals ----7) :~ Semiconductors
or insulators

)

I
I
I I

Overcon,
.strained

lam or-
I
jihous

I underconstrained
I amorphous
I

glass I

6 5 4
1

3 2 1

Average coordination number

Fig. 1.3 Classification of non-crystalline solids based on the average coordination

number.
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1.3 Structural properties

Even though amorphous materials lack long-range periodicity of constituent atoms,

the disorder is not complete on the atomic scale [9]. Short-range order similar to that

present in crystalline materials is also present in these disordered materials. In

chalcogenide glasses, the covalently bonded atoms are arranged in an open network

with order extending up to 3rd or 4th nearest neighbours and they are also referred to

as network glasses [10]. The semiconducting nature of chalcogenide glasses is

however, a direct consequence of the covalent bonding that exists in these materials.

The structure of an amorphous solid can never be determined

unambiguously. The absence of periodicity in a glass makes the unit cell concept

invalid or one can consider unit cell is infinite which implies that the coordinate of

each and every atom should be known. The uncertainty in the structure of an

amorphous solid is compounded by the fact that the structure of a non-crystalline

material, at both microscopic and macroscopic levels, often depends on the details of

method of preparation. Furthermore, in general, more than one experimental

structural probe must be used to obtain as complete a picture as possible of the

structural arrangement in an amorphous solid. The best information one can get from

the diffraction methods for a glass is the radial distribution function (RDF), which

expresses the probability of finding another atom at a given distance from an

arbitrary point.

In both amorphous and crystalline materials, the chemical forces holding the

atoms together are the same. Therefore the amorphous state is always defined with

reference to a crystalline state [7, 11]. From a comparison of radial distribution

functions of amorphous and crystalline films of silicon, it has been revealed that
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covalent glasses exhibit some ordering in their atomic structure. The structural

ordering in covalent glasses can be classified into two types depending on their

length scale [12, 13]. They are of short-range order in the range 2-5 A and of

medium-range order in the range 5-20 A.

Since there is no unique structure for an amorphous material, structural

modeling is very useful in determining the structure of amorphous solids. The

structure of amorphous semicondonductors is developed by the repetition of one or

more basic molecular units in a way that cannot be identified topologically with any

known crystalline structure or with any periodic array. The atomic order within a

molecular unit might be similar within small bond angle distortions in both

crystalline and amorphous phases. This reveals the importance of short-range order

in describing the structural behaviour of a non-periodic network. The most important

aspects of the short-range order are the number and type of immediate neighbours,

and their spatial arrangement about a given reference atom. Given the short-range

order, with three parameters viz., the number of bonds, the bond length and the bond

angle having well defined values in a narrow range, it is possible to construct a

model for the amorphous structure. Such models are known as random network

models. The continuous random network (eRN) model, the first model of an ideal

glass proposed by Zachariasen [14] is the basis for all structural models. A number

of structural models have been proposed to explain the various structure related

properties of amorphous materials.
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1.4 Structural models of amorphous solids

1.4.1. Network models

Covalent random network (CRN) model proposed by Zachariasen is more applicable

for covalent glasses. He imposed some rules to be followed while building the

model, based on the local similarity between crystalline and amorphous materials. A

definite short-range order is imposed as each atom fulfills its chemical valence

requirements according to Mort's (8-n) rule [15], where n is the number of valence

electrons of the particular atom. The underlying principle of this model is that a

closed outer shell of eight electrons is the most stable structure. Small variations

introduced in bond lengths and bond angles lead to disorder in the glassy matrix.

The variation in bond length is much less and they are within 1 % to those found in

crystals. The major source of randomness comes from the variation in bond angles.

The flexibility of covalent bond angles is largest for the two-fold coordinated

chalcogens and least for tetrahedrally coordinated group IV elements. CRN model

generates amorphous structure without taking into account structural defects such as

dangling bonds and voids and it is not adequate to account for features observed in

medium-range order.

The structure of chalcogenide glasses can be more appropriately described

by the random covalent network (RCN) model or chemically ordered covalent

network (COCN) model [16, 9].

Chalcogenide glasses can be prepared over a wide range of compositions.

This means that glasses with non-stoichiometric compositions can also be prepared

which will contain bonds between like atoms. It is essential to estimate the fraction
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of different kinds of bonds present in a system, as it determines a number of physical

properties. RCN and COCN models differ in their approach to the distribution of

bonds.

Consider a simple binary system Ax B1-x where A and B atoms belong to say

column 'a' and 'b' of the periodic table respectively and x is the normalized

concentration variable. We have to estimate the fractions of A-A, B-B and A-B

bonds present. RCN model estimates these fractions purely statistically, i.e.,

different types of bonds are considered to be equally probable and neglects the

relative bond energies. The bond distribution is determined by the local

coordinations of A and B and their concentration x. So A-A, B-B and A-B bonds are

equally preferred at all compositions except at x = 0 and x = 1. On the other hand, in

COCN model, bond energies are also taken into account. Thermodynamically, A-B

bonds are preferred over A-A and B-B bonds. So at all compositions, A-B bonds are

maximized first and then A-A and B-B bonds are favoured depending on the

concentrations of A and B. So according to COCN model, there exists a critical

fi ZBcomposition de med by Xc :;:; where ZA and ZB are the coordinations of A
ZA + ZB

and B atoms respectively. For example, in Ge.Sej., system, the critical composition

is GeSe2, while in AsxSel-x system, the critical composition is AS2Se3. At these

compositions, anomalous variations are reported in many physical properties. The

bond statistics obtained on the basis of RCN and COCN models for V-VI and IV-VI

alloys are shown in Fig. 1.4.
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Fig. 1.4 Bond-counting statistics for (a) 3-2 network alloy (b) 4-2 network alloy.

1.4.2 Mechanical Threshold model

The models proposed by Phillips and Thorpe [17-20] and Tanaka [21] interpret the

dynamical properties of chalcogenide glasses, in terms of the average coordination

number Z. Phillips constraint model, also called mechanical threshold model,

examines the constraints governing the random network structure of chalcogenide

glasses which are covalently bonded. This model attempts to relate the glass forming

tendency with the constraints acting on the network. The glass sructure is maximally

optimized when the number of degrees of freedom (Nd) available for the atoms

equals the number of constraints (Ne) in the network

i.e., (1.1)
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The total number of constraints acting on the system is the sum of bond stretching

constraints and bond bending constraints. Consider a glassy network with N atoms

of which Nz atoms have Z bonds per atom. Then the total number of constraints

acting on the system can be written as,

(1.2)

Here the first term (~) denotes the bond stretching constraints since a bond is

shared between two atoms. The term (2Z-3) represents the bond bending

constraints. Two bonds with the central atom will have one bond angle constraint.

For each of the remaining (Z - 2) bonds, two bond angles (one each with the two

existing bonds) have to be specified. N« can be 1, 2 or 3 for l-dimensional, 2

dimensional or 3-dimensional space respectively. Phillips considered N« = 3 for the

cross-linked network structures. Now,

(1.3)

This gives Z = 2.41. This is the critical average coordination number at which a

floppy to rigid structural transition occurs. If Ne> 3, the structure is over constrained

while if Ne < 3, the network is under constrained.

The transition from an under constrained to an over constrained network has

been interpreted by Thorpe [19, 20] as the percolation of rigidity in an

inhomogeneous medium containing both rigid and floppy regions. According to

him, there are glassy regions (or islands), which are rigid and spread out in a soft or

floppy region. This is shown in Fig. 1.5(a). As the average coordination number is

increased, these regions grow in size and become interconnected. In other words, the
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Fig. 1.5 Rigid and floppy regions in the network of (a) polymeric glass and

(b) amorphous solid.

rigid regions start percolating and at Z = 2.4, the system transforms into a

mechanically rigid amorphous solid (Fig. 1.5(b)). The point at which this threshold

occurs is termed mechanical or rigidity percolation threshold.

Tanaka modified the concept of Phillips and Thorpe, by argumg that

medium-range order should also be considered in the constraints balancing

conditions as evidenced by characteristic features in the composition dependence of

certain physical properties at Z == 2.67 [21]. He assumed a hypothetical material
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having a plane lattice laid in a 3-dimensional space. As per this modification, the

bond bending term (2Z -3) in Eq. (1.2) reduces to (Z-1). Now Eq. (1.2) becomes.

(1.4)

This gives Z = 2.67, i.e., the coordination number of glasses having stable layer

structure becomes 2.67. This means a 2-dimensional glass possessing a layered

structure appears to be stably fixed in a 3-dimensional space if the coordination

number of the glassy network is 2.67.

The experimental reports on a wide range of physical properties of various

binary glasses indicate the threshold behaviour at Z = 2.4 [22-32]. Some results have

been reported, indicating a shift in Z value at which the threshold occurs.

Photodarkening, molar volume, X-ray diffraction, elastic constants, optical band gap

values etc. of ternary glasses show a threshold behaviour around Z =2.67 [33-36].

1.5 Band Models

In a crystalline solid, the discrete energy levels of the atoms are broadened into

bands of allowed energy levels, separated by forbidden energy regions. At very low

temperatures, electrons will occupy the lowest possible energy levels and will

exactly fill a certain number of bands. The highest of these occupied bands is known

as the valence band and the empty band immediately above this is known as the

conduction band. The separation between the top of the valence band and the bottom

of the conduction band is called the energy gap (Eg ) . Experimental investigations

reveal that many of the fundamental properties such as optical absorption spectra,

Arrhenius nature of electrical conductivity etc. of amorphous semiconductors and
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their crystalline counterparts look similar. The existence of different classes of

materials (metallic, semiconducting and insulating) indicates that electronic structure

of these materials should also possess energy gap similar to that of crystalline

materials. This shows that these physical properties are largely associated with the

short-range order rather than the translational periodicity. To account for these

features, various models have been proposed.

According to Anderson's theory [37], the spatial fluctuations in the potential

caused by the configurational disorder in amorphous materials, lead to the formation

of localized tail states above and below the normal bands. These stats are localized

in the sense that an electron in these regions will not diffuse away at zero

temperature to other regions. Since localized and extended states cannot coexist at

the same energy, a sharp boundary called 'mobility edge' separates the extended and

localized states. All these models of the band structure of amorphous

semiconductors use the concept of localized states in band tails and mobility edges.

The models tried to explain the features that are common to most of the

glasses like the insensitivity of electrical conductivity to the added impurities,

pinning of the Fermi level near the midgap etc.

1.5.1 Cohen-Fritzsche-Ovshinsky (CFO) model

This model [38] assumes that extensive tailing of the band edges occurs due to the

compositional and topological disorders. The extensive tailing makes the conduction

and valence band tails to overlapin the midgap, leaving an appreciable density of

states (Fig 1.6a). As a consequence, there are filled states in the valence band that

have higher energies than the unfilled states in the conduction band. A redistribution

of charges takes place, forming negatively charged filled states in the conduction
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Fig. 1.6 Schematic density of states for amorphous semiconductors (a) CFO model

(b) Davis-Mott model showing a band of compensated levels near the middle of the

gap (c) modified Davis-Mott model (d) the 'real' glass with defect states.

band and positively charged empty states in the valence band. This ensures self

compensation and pinning of Fermi level near the mid gap as required by the

experimental observations [39, 40]. The tail states will be localized due to disorder

and are separated from extended states in the band at critical energies called the

mobilityedges, marked by E; and E;
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This model has certain drawbacks. According to this model, the elemental

semiconductors like a-Si, a-Ge etc. should not have the extensive band tailing as

they are free from compositional disorder [41]. The high transparency of amorphous

chalcogenides below a well-defined absorption edge indicates that, the extent of

tailing is only a few tenths of an eV into the gap [42].

1.5.2 Davis and Mott (DM) model

According to this model [41-43], the tails of the localized states should be narrow

and extend a few tenths of an eV into the gap as shown Fig. 1.6b. A band of

compensated levels exist near the middle of the gap originating from the defects in

the random network like dangling bonds, vacancies etc. The gap states act as deep

donors and acceptors with single and double occupancy conditions leading to two

bands separated by an appropriate correlation energy. As a consequence of this, the

Fermi level is pinned between the bands, which is an essential requirement. In the

Figure, El' and Eb represent the energies that separate the ranges where the states are

localized and extended.

Transition from extended to localized states drops the mobility by several

orders of magnitude producing a mobility edge. The interval between Er and EA act

as a pseudo gap and is called the mobility gap. The model explains three processes,

which deal with electrical conduction in amorphous semiconductors.

According to CFO and DM models, a large number of densities of unpaired

electrons should exist. However, in chalcogenide glasses, no electron spin resonance

has been observed [46,47]. Also, there is no Curie paramagnetism [48,50].
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1.6 Properties of amorphous semiconductors

1.6.1 Electrical properties

The d.c. conductivity of amorphous semiconductors can be well understood within

me framework of Davis-Mott model. The model predicts three regions of

conductivity, (i) conduction in extended states, (ii) conduction in band tails and (iii)

conduction in localized states at Fermi energy EF.

Conductivity in extended states is characterized by large mobility that

decreases sharply at the mobility edge. Assuming a constant density of states and

constant mobility, the conductivity is shown to vary as

[ (
Ec -EF ) ]a =aoexp - 'kT

where the pre exponential factor ao is given by

(1.5)

(1.6)

Here N (EJ is the density of states at the mobility edge Ee, and Pc is the mobility.

Electrons at and above Ec can move freely, while electrons below it can move

through activated hopping [51]. Mobility in this region is of the order 10 cm2 V-1 S-I.

Conduction via band tails takes place by exchange of energy with a phonon.

If the current is carried mainly by holes and conduction is by hopping, then

conductivity

{
(- E -E +L1W:~)/ }a ecr.exp F B /kT (1.7)

where L1W, is the activation energy for hopping and En is the energy at the band

edge. al is expected to be less than ao by a factor of 102 to 104
.
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In the third region (conduction in localized states), carriers move between

states located at EF via phonon assisted tunneling process, which is analogous to

impurity conduction observed in heavily doped and highly compensated

semiconductors at low temperatures. Conductivity in this region is given by

{
- LlW }

0", = 0"2 exp kT 2 (1.8)

where (J2 < a, and LlW2 is the hopping energy of the order of half the width of the

defect band shown in Fig. 1.7. As temperature is lowered, and the carries tunnel to

more distant cites, conductivity behaves as,

B
InO"=A--r' 14

(1.9)

This variable range hopping at low temperatures is one of the interesting properties

of amorphous semiconductors. As one goes from extended to localized states,

mobility decreases by a factor of 103
• This drop in mobility is called the mobility

shoulder.

The three mechanisms for charge transport that contribute to d.c current can

also contribute to a.c conductivity. The first is due to carriers excited to extended

states near E; or E; Conductivity could be given by a formula of Drude type,

(1.10)

where t is the relaxation time. The second is due to transport by carriers excited to

localized states at the edges of the valence or conduction bands. Since transport here

is by hopping, conductivity increases with frequency as mOB. The third is transport

by carriers with energies near the Fermi level. This again increases with frequency

in the same manner as in the second case.
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Fig. 1.7 Density of states and mobility as a function of energy in amorphous

semiconductors.

Measurement of thermoelectric power as a function of temperature provides

the most direct way of determining the temperature coefficient of activation energy

for conduction. Measurement of thermoelectric power in chalcogenide glasses have

shown the to be p-type in most cases. Hall measurements are used to determine the

mobility of carriers. Hall coefficient yields a sign for carriers that is frequently in

contradiction with thermoelectric power measurements, which are explained by the

theory of Friedman [51].

1.6.2 Thermal properties

For amorphous materials, the phonon mean free path is shorter than that in crystals

and correspondingly, thermal conductivity is low. At low temperatures, amorphous
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materials exhibit a markedly different behaviour from their crystalline counterparts

in phonon related properties such as heat capacity, thermal conductivity and acoustic

absorption. The thermal properties of crystalline solids at low temperatures are well

understood in terms of Debye's theory in which it is assumed that the distribution of

phonons is cut off at some frequency to which a characteristic temperature eD may

be associated. The specific heat of glass decreases much more slowly with

temperature than the Debye f3 prediction at low temperatures (OK < T < IK) [52,

53]. Thermal conductivity decreases slowly and monotonically with decreasing

temperature [54, 55]. Near 10 K, thermal conductivity is only weakly temperature

dependent, showing a plateau like region. Below 10 K, it shows a r- dependence.

The magnitude of the temperature dependence appears to depend on the amorphous

structure of the material, rather than the chemical composition. Hence, the thermal

transport below 10 K is provided by phonons. Acoustic and dielectric absorption in

amorphous solids is strongly enhanced at low temperatures and in many glasses

large absorption peak is found around liquid nitrogen temperature. The anomalous

features observed in specific heat, thermal conductivity, acoustic and dielectric

absorption below 4 K etc. are interpreted using the two level system (TLS) model

proposed by Phillips [56] and Anderson et al. [57]. At high temperatures, atoms

forming the TLS change the configuration by means of thermally activated hopping

over barriers while at low temperatures, tunneling through the barrier dominates.

The process of glass transition is another aspect that has been receiving

continuous attention all the time. Glass transitions are always characterized by a

phenomenological value Tg of the critical temperature and by a width LlTg of the so

called glass transition around Tg . In this region, the diffusive motion of the melt
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begins to freeze in before a glass structure is achieved, with viscosity values typical

of solids. Both Tg and L1Tg depend smoothly on cooling rate [51]. LiT;Tg provides a

rough estimate of the non-equilibrium effects occurring at glass transition; AT;Tg «

1 is a necessary condition for any thermodynamic approach. For good glass formers

this condition is fulfilled at relatively low cooling rates.

Non-isothermal heating studies such as differential scanning calorimetry

(DSC) could provide great deal of information about thermal properties of glasses

like kinetics of crystallization and thermal stability of glasses against crystallization,

apart from being an indispensable characterization tool to investigate glass

transition.

1.6.3 Optical properties

The sharp structure observed in the fundamental optical spectra of crystals, both

vibration and electronic, can be interpreted by symmetry arguments based explicitly

on the existence of long-range order. In the case of amorphous materials, no sharp

features tare present even at low temperatures. They lack any special directions

associated with crystallographic axes and are optically isotropic. The spectral fine

structure is a consequence of band structure of k conservation in the crystalline state.

Translational periodicity demands that only k conserving transitions contribute to

reflectivity spectra. Amorphous solids do not possess the long-range order and so do

not show this fine structure in their comparatively blank spectra. Also the vibrational

modes are no longer plane waves unlike in the case of crystalline solids in which

they are plane waves. Though k is not a valid concept in glasses, the concept of

vibrational density of states retains its validity.
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(1.11)

Optical absorption in amorphous semiconductors can be separated into three

regions, with absorption coefficient ji z 104 ern", lcm- I <1'< 104 cm-I andp~l cm-l

as show in Fig. 1.8. Regions Band C are created by transitions within the fully

coordinated system, perturbed to some extent by defects, while region A arises from

transitions involving the defect states directly. The absorption edge has a defect

induced tail at lower energies, an exponential region at intermediate energies and a

power law region at higher energies. The defects occur in a number of ways like

voids arising from preparation techniques, occurrence of like bonds, or occasional

occurrence of coordination variation. In the high absorption region, the absorption is

govened by a power law of the type

p=const.(hv- Eg)p

where p = 2 for amorphous semiconductors, under the assumption of parabolic

bands and Eg defines the optical band gap. Amorphous semiconductors continue to

absorb strongly beyond the fundamental absorption edge also. All pairs of extended

states with energy difference hv can contribute to optical absorption, since the k

conservation rule is relaxed. A plot of P 1/2 vs hv yields a straight line and the

extrapolated hv at which p 1/2 tends to zero gives the value ofEg•

The exponential tail in I' is associated with the intrinsic disorder in

amorphous semiconductors in the intermediate range of absorption coefficient. It has

been suggested that it is due to disorder induced potential fluctuations [58, 59] and

strong electron-phonon interaction [60]. In chalcogenide glasses, defects due to

coordination variation explain many of the optical properties. In the weak absorption

region, the shape of the absorption tail is found to depend on the preparation, purity

and thermal behaviour of the material [52]. The mobility gap in many amorphous
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Fig. 1.8 Schematic representation of the absorption spectrum of amorphous

semiconductors showing three different regions A, B and C.

semiconductors corresponds to a photon energy at which the optical absorption

coefficient has a value approximately l04 cm". Here the assumption is that the

mobility gap is twice the activation energy for electrical conduction. From the

measurements made using UV diffraction grating reflectometer, the optical

constants can be derived from Kramers-Kronig analysis of reflectivity.
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1.7 Photoconductivity in chalcogenide glasses

Photoconductivity is the enhancement in dark electrical conductivity of a material

due to the absorption of electromagnetic radiation, especially in the visible region.

This phenomenon was first observed by Willoughb Smith in 1873 with a selenium

resistor. Thereafter, extensive research had been carried out on different materials to

understand this phenomenon and use it for various applications. Different models

were suggested to account for the characteristics of photoconductivity in materials

[61-64]. In the dark under conditions of thermal equilibrium, the thermally generated

carriers are distributed among the available energy states in accordance with Fermi

Dirac statistics. These electrons and holes occupying the conduction band determine

the dark electrical conductivity of the material. When the sample is illuminated, a

steady state is reached, in which the rate of photogeneration is balanced by the

various recombination processes, through which the carriers tend to relax to the

normal equilibrium distribution. Thus, the phenomenon of photoconductivity

involves absorption, photogeneration, recombination and transport processes and an

intimate relationship exists between them.

Amorphous solids have a disordered structure, and the disorder has profound

effect on their photoelectronic properties. There are large densities of state within

the band gap due to translational and compositional disorders. Due to this, the carrier

lifetime and photosensitivity are greatly reduced. Also, carrier mobilities in

amorphous solids are typically much smaller than those in crystalline state,

reflecting reduced mean free paths.

In the discussion of photoconductivity, generally two simplifying

assumptions are made,
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(i) Conductivity is dominated by one of the earners so that the

contribution of the other can be neglected

(ii) The system remains electrically neutral during photoconduction

process without a build up of appreciable space charge so that

.1n =.1p. The excess conductivity due to the light absorption is given

by,

.10- =.1n f.1n +.1Pf.1p (1.12)

where f.1 represents the mobility of corresponding earners. The increase In

conductivity is due to the increase in the densities of positively and negatively

charged carriers compared to their values at thermal equilibrium. At low

temperatures, the values of .1n and Lip may be considerably higher than the

corresponding equilibrium densities no and p.; Under steady state conditions, the

excess densities are equal to the product of their generation rate g and lifetime t.

Generation rate is the number of carriers generated per unit time in unit volume. It is

governed by the quantum yield '7, which is the number of electron-hole pairs

generated by the absorption of a photon.

The non-equilibrium charge carriers exist until they disappear by

recombination of a free electron by a centre in which a hole is localized and capture

of a hole by a centre in which there is a bound electron. In steady state, the rates of

generation and recombination of carriers are equal. Since the band structure of a real

amorphous semiconductor exhibits discrete energy levels associated with defect

states, analysis of experimental data becomes complex. A variety of models have

been proposed to explain different experimental findings satisfactorily [65-68]. Of

these, the most important one is the ABFH model [69-72], outlined below.
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1.7.1 The ABFH model for photoconductivity

Based on their photoconductivity behaviour, amorphous chalcogenides can be

broadly divided into two groups namely, Type I and Type n. Type I

photoconductivity has the following characteristics. (i) Photoconductivity shows a

maximum at a temperatue Tm, and it has defined activation energies above (E+) and

below (E) the maximum. (ii) It shows a linear variation with light intensity and an

exponential increase with liT at temperatures above Tm• (iii) It has a square root

variation with light intensity at high intensities, a linear variation at low intensities

and an exponential decrease with liT at low temperatures. (iv) Dark conductivity

more than photoconductivity for T> Tm and less for T < Tm• In the case of Type II

photoconductors, the photoconductivity maximum is absent. Photoconductivity

increases slowly and monotonically with increasing temperature, and in general,

photoconductivity is much less than dark conductivity. Also, there are materials,

which show an intermediate behaviour between Type I and Type n.

Although a number of models exist that try to describe this behaviour [65-68],

the model proposed by Arnoldussen, Bube, Fagen and Holmberg [70-72], known as

the ABFH model could describe this phenomenon adequately. The ABFH model

incorporates the standard earner recombination statistics applicable to

semiconductors and a generalized distribution of localized states within the mobility

gap of amorphous semiconductors. In addition to the traditional non-localized to

localized state recombination transitions, localized to localized state recombination

transitions are also included in this model, in order to establish consistency with

experimental observations.
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The basic energy parameter and transition processes are shown in Fig. 1.9.

Here the localized states extend into the gap from the conduction and valence edges.

With increasing energy above the valence edge, the density of effective

recombination centres decreases sharply as the energy exceeds E: for valence states

and increases sharply as the energy exceeds E; for conduction states.

Different types of possible electronic recombination transitions are shown in

Fig. 1.9b. Transitions 1 correspond to electron (hole) capture by a positively charged

valence state below E; (negatively charged conduction state above E;) with rate

coefficient C' (C- ). Transitions 4 are similarly defined as capture of mobile

electrons (holes) by a neutral conduction state above £; (neutral valence state

below E:) with rate coefficient CO.Transitions 2 correspond to recombination

between electrons localized in conduction states above E; and holes localized in

valence states above E;, with rate coefficient K. Transitions 3 represent

recombination between an electron (hole) localized in a conduction state (valence

state) above E; (below E:) and holes (electrons) localized at energies near the

equilibrium Fermi level with rate coefficient K' (K'). In this model, it is assumed

that for Type I photoconductors, transitions 1 or 2 dominate in the high temperature

range. In the intermediate temperature range, transitions 2 dominate at high

intensities and transitions 3 at low intensities and in the low temperature region,

transitions 4 dominate. On the other hand, Type II photoconductivity can, in

principle, be described under the assumption that transitions 3 dominate the

photoconductivity over the whole measurable range without transforming to a

transition 2 dominant region.
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Fig. 1.9 Simple photoconductivity model for Type I photoconductivity in

chalcogenide amorphous semiconductors, (a) schematic energy level diagram for the

model (b) typical recombination transitions considered in the photoconductivity

model.

.1.8 Electrical switching in chalcogenide glasses

Electrical switching is a very interesting phenomenon exhibited by certain

chalcogenide glasses. It IS the rapid and reversible transition between a highly

resistive OFF state and a conducting ON state driven by an external electric field
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and characterized by a threshold voltage. This has been an area of intense research,

ever since Ovshinsky reported reversible switching in amorphous semiconductors

[73-83]. Electrical switching could find applications in areas like information

storage, electrical power control etc. Several tellurium containing chalcogenide

glasses such as Cd-Te, Ga-Te, As-Te, As-Te-Se, AI-Ge-Te, Ge-As-Te etc. are

reported to exhibit electrical switching [84-91].

While analyzing the OFF state V-I behaviour of a material possessing

switching property, it can be seen that the V-I characteristics is linear only for a

small region at low electric fields. Then the material goes into a quasi-equilibrium

state where V-I behavoiur shows exponential dependence of the form I a V' where

n> 2. In this region, the material switches to a highly conductive state.

Electrothermal instability [92] seems to explain reasonably well the

switching phenomenon in chalcogenide glasses. This is a combination of purely

electronic and thermal effects. Electronic effect is caused by the deviation of the

carriers from equilibrium by the electric field while the thermal effects are due to the

lattice heating because of Joule effect. Joule heating causes the lattice temperature to

rise locally above the ambient temperature, which could result in a large increase in

conductivity owing to the thermal generation of carriers [93].

1.8.1 Threshold and memory switching

In general, there are two types of switching behaviour exhibited by chalcogenide

glasses, (i) threshold switching and (ii) memory switching.

In threshold switching, the ON state persists only while a current flows,

whereas in memory switching the ON state is permanent until a suitable reset pulse
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is applied. The V-I characteristics of threshold and memory switchings are shown in

Fig. 1.10. In threshold switching materials, the ON state requires a small holding

current (lH) and voltage (VH) to sustain it. Once the switching current is removed, the

material reverts back to the low conducting OFF state. On the other hand, in

memory type switching, the ON state is permanent, even after the removal of the

applied field. A suitable reset pulse has to be applied to bring it back to the OFF

state. In both cases, switching occurs with a delay time reaching values of the order

of 10-9 sec, when the voltage across the sample is about 50 % higher than the

threshold voltage [74J.

It is seen that the crystallization of glasses from the melt state is very

important in determining the switching mechanism, rather than from the glassy state.

Very easy glass formers may not exhibit switching under normal conditions, as they

prefer to go to glassy state upon cooling. On the other hand, glasses that can be

prepared only under high cooling rates, may exhibit switching [86, 87, 94-100].

1.8.2 Switching models

In order to account for the electrical switching process in chalcogenide glasses,

different models have been proposed [96-98J. These models based on electronic,

thermal and electrothermal mechanisms assume that threshold switching is

electronic in origin, while memory switching is thermal in origin.

The model proposed by Adler and Petersen [101, 102] is one of the most

successful explanations of threshold switching phenomenon in chalcogenide glasses.

Chalcogenide glasses contain large densities (10 18_1019 cm-3
) of positively and

negatively charged defect states called valence alternation pairs (VAPs) [103]. When

sufficiently large electric fields are applied, carriers are excited and these defect
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Fig. 1.10 The general classification of switching phenomenon exhibited by

chalcogenide glasses, (a) negative resistance device (b) switching device (c)

negative resistance device with memory (d) switching device with memory.

centers are filled. When all the traps are filled, the life time of the carriers increase

sharply to a value, much larger than that needed to cross the thickness of the sample.

This leads to a drop in the voltage and the associated switch to the conducting state.

This process is clearly reversible.

In threshold type switching, a redistribution of charge carriers having very

different mobilities and transition rates occur through the electrode interfaces. This

gives rise to a space charge and field enhancement near one electrode and to a small
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value for the holding voltage after switching (VH) . In general, the temperature being

steady, the threshold voltage is not affected significantly upon the creation of high

density of electron-hole pairs by photon or electron bombardment, even though

current is considerably increased. However, with increase in temperature, threshold

voltage is found to decrease with an increase in current [104-108].

It is believed that memory switching occurs in those chalcogenide glasses in

which the cross-linking atoms are too few. Such glasses have lesser thermal stability

[102] and consequently, crystallize easily when heated. It is proposed that memory

switching phenomenon is caused by the phase transition of the material from the

glassy to the crystalline state due to Joule heating [109]. In the crystalline state,

conduction is higher compared to the non-crystalline state, since the disorder is

significantly less. Clearly, this process is irreversible. The formation of a crystalline

conducting channel in a memory glass during switching has been confirmed by

electron microscope and optical reflectivity investigations [109].

According to Boer and Ovshinsky [98], electrothermal instability is the cause

for electrical switching. They solved the thermal balance equation,

dT 2 'cp-=KV T+aE"A
dt

(1.13)

to calculate the break down temperature for switching [108, 110, 111], where c is the

specific heat capacity, p is the density, K is the thermal conductivity, a is the

electrical conductivity and EA is the applied electric field. According to them, the

actual switching transition cannot be a simple thermal run away. It would require

temperature in the current channel far in excess of those which can be reached

without material destruction, and one should be able stabilize the transition with

sufficiently large load resistor.
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1.9 Carrier type reversal in chalcogenide glasses

It has been known for a long time that bulk chalcogenide glasses, prepared by the

melt quenching technique are p-type semiconductors [42, 112, 113], with a positive

Seebeck coefficient describing thermoelectric power. This is the case not only for

chalcogenide elements themselves, but also for binary, ternary and multicomponent

glass forming alloys of S, Se and Te with elements like Ge, As, Sb, Si, Sn etc.

Further, addition of impurities to them does not alter the nature of conductivity.

In the case of chalcogenide glasses, the valence band is constituted by the

chalcogen lone pair orbitals [114]. The effect of structural disorder is less on the

lone pair band compared to that on the antibonding orbitals that constitute the

conduction band [112]. Therefore, the range of localized tail states at the valence

band edge is smaller in comparison to the localized states at the conduction band

edge. As a consequence, the number of electrons excited above the conduction band

mobility edge is less than the number of holes excited below the valence band

mobility edge. This is one of the reasons for the p-type conductivity found is

chalcogenide glasses.

As mentioned in the previous section, chalcogenide glasses contain a large

number of positively and negatively charged defect states, known as valence

alternation pairs (YAPs) [103]. During thermal excitation, the life time of free holes

excited from the positively charged defect states are higher than the life time of free

electrons from negatively charged defects, which also account for p-type

conductivity of amorphous chalcogenides.

In general, chalcogenide glasses are insensitive to the addition of impurities.

This is because of the fact that the Fermi level in these materials is pinned near the
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middle of the band gap by valence alternation pairs [108,115]. However, of late, it

has been found that, the addition of certain heavy elemental metallic impurities like

Bi or Pb could change the conduction to n-type in certain chalcogenide glass

systems. These impurities enter the network as charged species, and change the ratio

of valence alternation pairs to such as extent that the Fermi level gets unpinned.

When the concentration of charged additives exceeds that of the valence alternation

pairs, chalcogenide glasses can exhibit the phenomenon of carrier type reversal

(CTR) or pto n transition.

This phenomenon was first observed in bismuth doped germanium selenide

glass [116, 117]. BixGe2oSegO-x system of glasses, where the subscript is the

normalized concentration variable, exhibits CTR around x ::::: 8. This discovery has

led to extensive research on these materials [118-124] and to a reconsideration of the

existing theories of electronic structure of chalcogenide glasses [125]. Since a

significant amount of Bi has to be incorporated for CTR to occur, it is desirable to

use the term 'chemical modification' rather than doping [126]. Continued efforts to

understand CTR, led to the discovery of this phenomenon in other chalcogenide

glassy systems like Pb-Ge-Se, Pb-In-Se, Pb-Ge-Se-Te, Bi-Ge-Te-etc [127-130].

Electrical transport measurements clearly show the occurrence of CTR at certain

specific compositions. For example, Pb20GexSe80-x (x = 17-24) system shows CTR at

x ::::: 21, PbyGe42-ySeS8 (y = 0-20) system exhibits CTR around y ::::: 8, PbxIn25 -xSe75 (x

== 0-15) system exhibits CTR around x ::::: 5, PbxGe42-xSe48Telo (x == 0-20) system

exhibits CTR around x ::::: 8, while BixGe2oTego-x (x = 0-6) system exhibits CTR

around x ~3.5.
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In all these systems, the sign of the thermo power changes from positive to

negative at the respective critical compositions. In this thesis, we report the results of

our measurements on Pb-Ge-Se, Bi-Ge-Se and Pb-In-Se systems. We have measured

the thermal parameters viz., thermal diffusivity (a), thermal effusivity (e), thermal

conductivity (k) and heat capacity (cp) of these· systems as a function of composition,

using an improved photopyroelectric (PPE) technique [131]. It is found that the

thermal parameters show anomalous variations at critical compositions [132, 133].

We also report the results of photoconductivity measurements on Pb-Ge-Se [134]

and Pb-In-Se systems.

There is a vast scope for technological exploitation of the phenomenon of

carrier type reversal observed in chalcogenide glasses such as preparation of a new

class of p-n junctions [135] based entirely on glasses, since it offers several

manufacturing advantages [136].

1.10 Applications of amorphous materials

Amorphous materials have got a wide range of applications. For many applications,

they are more suitable than crystalline materials. Until recently, silicate glasses were

the only type of amorphous materials commonly used. However, the relatively

recent discovery that many other types of materials can be produced in the

amorphous form, either as bulk glasses or as thin films has led to a rapid expansion

in the use of such materials in electronic, magnetic and optical applications.

One of the main advantages of amorphous materials over crystalline

materials is that, they are relatively easy to prepare. Large area homogenous
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amorphous thin films can be prepared for solar cell applications. Bulk glasses can

often be prepared easily by melt quenching technique.

A number of amorphous semiconductors are used as passive and active

elements in electronic devices [137, 138]. These applications are in the fabrication

of solar cells, thin film transistors and in electro photography. The ability of certain

ions to diffuse readily in oxide or chalcogenide glasses in the presence of a

concentration gradient or an electric field opens up a range of electrochemical

applications such as solid state batteries, electrochemical sensors and electrochromic

optical devices [139, 140]. The most wide spread use of an electrochemical sensor is

in the so called "glass electrode' commonly used to monitor proton activity.

Amorphous materials find applications in infrared optical communication

systems also. They are extensively being tested and used for the fabrication of

optical fibers, prisms and optical windows. Near the glass transition temperature, the

material remains workable over a range of temperature, so that it can be easily

fashioned into fibers. Further, amorphous materials, particularly bulk glasses, are

often structurally homogeneous and isotropic over a macroscopic length scale, as a

result of which their physical properties are also isotropic. Since these materials

have ultra low optical loss characteristics in the IR region, they are extensively used

for optical communication applications, both for long distance and local area

networks. There have also been reports on active optical devices like LEDs [141,

142].

The phenomenon of electrical switching exhibited by certain tellurium rich

glasses finds applications in switching devices. Switching materials find applications

in electrical power control also. Amorphous semiconductor thin films are used as
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storage targets in electron beam memory devices (143]. Chalcogenide glasses are

also used as IR filters and in other IR optical elements (144]. This is possible

because chalcogenide glasses have very good transmittance reaching up to the far IR

region. Cha1cogenide glasses have found several applications relating to their

photoconducting property. Two major applications are in xerography and photo

detection [144].

Another advantage of amorphous materials over crystalline materials is that,

they can be prepared over a wide range of compositions, and not restricted to

stoichiomertic values. Because of this. physical properties of such amorphous

materials can often be varied continuously by varying the composition. This allows

one to design materials for specific requirements.
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CHAPTER 2

Experimental techniques

2.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the details of the various experimental techniques used for

the investigations of different physical properties of the selected chalcogenide glass

samples. Photoacoustic and photopyroelectric techniques have been used to

determine various thermal parameters viz., thermal diffusivity (a), thermal effusivity

(e), thermal conductivity (k) and heat capacity (ep) of the samples. Photoconductivity

studies are done on selected systems. Variations of thermal parameters during

electrical switching are studied on In-Te system. UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer is

used to study the optical absorption of the samples. Details of these techniques are

described in the following sections of this chapter. The results presented in chapters

3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 have been obtained by carrying out measurements using the above

techniques.

2.2.Photoacoustic spectroscopy

Optical spectroscopy is one of the most powerful and effective techniques to study

the physical properties of matter. It is based on the interaction of light with matter at

atomic or molecular levels. Conventional optical spectroscopic methods are either

transmission type or reflection type. In transmission type, the intensity of the

transmitted light beam through the medium is measured. while the reflection type



involves the measurement of intensity of radiation reflected or scattered from the

sample. However, these techniques fail in the case of weakly absorbing samples,

highly light scattering samples like powders, amorphous materials etc. or opaque

materials, Several techniques have been developed to overcome these difficulties

and the most common of these are diffuse reflectance [I], attenuated total reflection

(ATR) and internal reflection spectroscopies [2] and Raman scattering [3}. Even

though such techniques have been very useful, they suffer from several limitations.

Each method is applicable only to a limited category of materials, each is useful only

over a limited wavelength range, and the data obtained are often difficult to

interpret.

The photoacoustic spectroscopy has evolved over the past two-three decades

as a powerful method to study those materials that are unsuitable for study by

conventional spectroscopic techniques [4-7]. This technique is based on the

photoacoustic effect, originally detected by Alexander Graham Bell in 1880 [8, 9]. It

possesses some unique features, mainly due to the fact that, even though the incident

energy is in the form of photons, the interaction of these photons with the sample is

studied not through the subsequent detection and analysis of some of the photons,

but through a direct measurement of the energy absorbed by the material as a result

of its interaction with the incident photon beam

The photoacoustic (PA) effect is the generation of an acoustic signal when

the sample under investigation, placed inside an enclosed chamber, is irradiated by

an intensity modulated beam of light. In case of gaseous or liquid samples, the

sample fills the entire volume of the cell and acoustic signals are detected by a

microphone or a piezoelectric transducer. In the case of solids, the samples fill only
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a portion of the cell and the remaining volume of the cell is filled with a non

absorbing gas like air. The PA signal is detected using a sensitive microphone

suitably placed inside the cell. The absorption of the incident radiation will excite

the internal energy levels of the sample and upon subsequentdeexcitation, all or part

of the absorbed photon energy is converted into heat through non-radiative

deexcitation processes. In the case of gas and liquid samples, which fill the entire

volume of the sample chamber, this internal heating causes pressure fluctuations

having the same frequency as that of the modulation frequency of the incident

radiation and can be detected using an acoustic transducer kept in intimate contact

with the sample. In the case of solid samples which fill only a portion of the sample

chamber, the periodic heating of the sample results in a periodic heat flow from the

interior of the sample to the surrounding non-absorbing gas medium, which in turn

produces pressure fluctuations in the gas and are detected as acoustic signal by a

microphone suitably placed in the chamber. It is also possible to measure the heat

generated in a bulk solid sample through the subsequent pressure or stress variations

in the sample itself by means of a piezoelectric detector in intimate contact with the

sample. Even though the sensitivity in this case is better, it is not always possible to

employ a piezoelectric detector due to the limitations imposed by the nature of the

sample. Also, the use of piezoelectric transducers is very difficult for PA

measurements that involve variations of the sample temperature over a wide range.

Photoacoustics is essentially a combination of optical absorption

spectroscopy and calorimetry. From the calorimetric viewpoint, the heat input into

the sample is supplied indirectly by the incident beam of light and the rise in

temperature is detected by another indirect method using an acoustic transducer
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instead of a thermal detector. For a typical solid sample, using gas-microphone

detection system, temperature rise of the order of 10--6 °C can be detected. This

acoustic detection has several advantages over conventional thermal detection using

temperature sensors such as thermistors or thermopiles in terms of sensitivity,

detector rise time and the speed at which measurements can be made. The

advantages of photoacoustics as a form of spectroscopy are evident from the very

nature of the technique. Since absorption of optical or electromagnetic radiation is

essential for the generation of the PA signal, light that is transmitted or elastically

scattered by the sample does not interfere with the inherently absorptive PA

measurements. This enables one to work with essentially transparent media or

highly light scattering materials such as powders, amorphous solids, gels and

colloids. On the other hand, since the technique does not depend upon the detection

of photons, it is possible to obtain optical absorption spectra of materials that are

completely opaque to transmitted light. Thus, the advantages offered by

photoacoustics over other conventional spectroscopic techniques are due to the

following two basic aspects viz., the insensitivity to the non-absorbed light and the

non-dependence on the detection of photons.

Spectroscopy is however, only one of the several applications of PA effect.

In the spectroscopic regime itself, photoacoustics can be used to measure the

absorption and excitation spectra, the life time of excited states and the quantum

yield of radiative processes. In addition to this, the calorimetric or thermal aspects

associated with the PA effect offers a wide range of applications to study the thermal

and elastic properties of materials. In such studies, the calorimetric or acoustic

aspect of photoacoustics plays the dominant role, while the optical part is simply a
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convenient mechanism for heat generation. Such applications include measurement

of thermal parameters, thermal wave imaging and study of phase transitions in

solids.

2.2.1 Theory of Photoacoustic effect in solids

A number of theoretical explanations of PA effect have been put forward in the 19th

century itself. But the present understanding of the PA effect in solids is based on

modern theories developed during 1970's. The first attempt to develop a proper

theory of PA effect in solids was carried out by Parker [10] in 1973 in order to give

a quantitative explanation for the PA signal emanating from cell windows while

performing PA measurements on gases. The general theory of PA effect in solids

formulated by Rosencwaig and Gersho [11, 12] has been found to be very successful

in interpreting most of the experimental observations. The Rosencwaig-Gersho

theory states that in a gas-microphone PA cell, the signal depends on the generation

of an acoustic pressure disturbance at the sample-gas interface and is caused by the

periodic heat flow from the sample, which is governed by thermal diffusion

equations. This theory gives an exact equation for the magnitude and phase of the

PA signal as a function of the optical, thermal and geometrical properties of the

sample, the cell and the gas within the cell. Although the thermal part of the theory

has been treated exactly, the acoustic part is treated in an approximate heuristic

manner, which is, however, valid for most experimental conditions.

The Rosencwaig-Gersho (R-G) theory is a one-dimensional analysis of the

production of photoacoustic signal in a simple cylindrical cell as shown in Fig. 2.1.

The cell has a diameter D and length L. It is assumed that the length L is small

compared to the wavelength of the generated acoustic signal.
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Fig. 2.1 Cross-sectional view of a simple cylindrical photo acoustic cell

B, S, Land G represent backing material, sample, boundary layer of gas and gas

medium respectively

A microphone (not shown in figure) detects the average pressure produced in the

cell. The solid sample is considered to be in the form of a disc of diameter D and

length Is- The back surface is against a poor thermal conductor of thickness lb- The

length of the gas column in the cell is 19o It is also assumed that, the gas and the

backing material do not absorb light. The parameters, which are important in the

theoretical formulation, are defined below.

p = density (g cm")

c = specific heat capacity (cal s' K- l
)

a = K =thermal diffusivity (crrr' s-I)
pc

( )

1/2

a =:a = thermal diffusion coefficient (ern")
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(j) := Znu , where v is the modulation frequency of the light beam

J1:= ~ = thermal diffusion length (cm)

According to R-G theory, it is seen that, when. a sinusoidally modulated

beam of light with wavelength A and intensity 10 is incident on the sample, the

complex envelope of the sinusoidal pressure variation Qis given by [6],

(2.1)

Here,

r = ratio of specific heats of the gas medium in front of the sample

Po = ambient pressure

To = sum of ambient and d.c. temperature at the surface

/3 = optical absorption coefficient

b = KhGI>

s,«

er:= (1+ i)a

r =(l-i)/3,
2a,

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

The subscripts s. band g denote the sample, backing and gas medium respectively.
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Special cases

The difficulty in interpreting Eq. (2.1) can be reduced by examining various special

cases. The special cases are determined by the relative magnitudes of the optical

absorption length Ip = lip, the thermal diffusion length J.l and thickness I of the

sample respectively. Also, it is convenient to define

which always appears as a constant factor in the expression for Q.

(2.6)

We consider the case of optically opaque solids, which is relevant in our

case. In this case, most of the light is absorbed within a distance that is small

compared to Is and essentially no light is transmitted.

Case (a) Thermally thin solids ().is »/n J.ls » Ip)

Using the approximations e-P,I, ~O, e±u,I, ~l and lrl» 1, we get

(2.7)

In this case, the signal is independent of Ps. This would be the case for a very black

absorber such as carbon black. The signal is quite strong, depends on the thermal

properties of the backing material and varies as aJ 0

1
•

Case (b): Thermally thick solids ().is < Is, J.ls > Ip)

Setting e-fJ,l. ~O, e-aJ . ~O and Irl > 1,
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(2.8)

Eq. (2.8) is similar to Eq. (2.7), except that the thermal parameters of the backing

material are now replaced by those of the sample. Here also, the signal is

independent of fJ and varies as OJ -( •

Case (c): Thermally thick solids (J1s «Is, f1s < lp)

Setting e- fJ•T
, ~ 0, e- aJ . ~ 0 and Ir\ < I

(2.9)

This is a very interesting and important case because even though the sample is

optically opaque, it is not photoacoustically opaque, as long as ps < Ip, i.e., acoustic

signal is proportional to p. The signal is also dependent on the thermal properties of

the sample and varies as OJ -3fl.

2.2.2 Thermal diffusivity measurement using photoacoustic

technique

Thermal diffusivity is of direct importance in thermal transport properties as it

determines the rate of periodic or transient heat propagation through a medium. It is

K
defined as a =- where, K, p and c are thermal conductivity, density and heat

pc

capacity of the medium. Two kinds of techniques have been commonly used to

determine thermal diffusivity: Transient heat flow methods [13] and periodic heat

flow methods [14]. In the transient heat flow method, an addition or removal of

thermal energy from the sample induces a transitory temperature change and a is
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determined from a measurement of the temperature as a function of time at one or

more points along the sample. In periodic heat flow methods, the thermal energy

supplied to the sample is modulated at a fixed period. Consequently, the temperature

at all points in the sample vary with the same period and a is then determined from

the amplitude and phase of the thermal wave in the sample.

The photoacoustic technique [7], which belongs to the periodic heat flow

method, is an effective method for determining thermal parameters of various

materials, when the PA signal is measured as a function of modulation frequency.

The method enables one to measure indirectly, and with high sensitivity, the surface

temperature of the sample by non-contact means. The PA technique has been used to

measure the thermal diffusivities of a wide variety of samples [15-21].

One of the parameters which determines the amplitude of the PA signal is the

( J
'f2

thermal diffusion length f.l given by, f.l == :/ ' where a is the thermal diffusivity

of the sample and f is the modulation frequency. In the thermally thick regime (Ps <

Is, where Is is the sample thickness), the PA signal is independent of the thermal

properties of the backing material on which the sample is mounted, where as in the

thermally thin regime (Ps > Is), the PA signal gets modified by the thermal properties

of the backing material as well. For an appropriate sample thickness, one can obtain

a cross over from a thermally thin regime to a thermally thick regime by increasing

the modulation frequency. The amplitude versus modulation frequency plot then

shows a change in slope at the characteristic frequency le at which the cross over

takes place. According to R-G theory, the characteristic frequency le is related to the

thermal diffusivity of the sample as,
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af.=,/-.,
(2. 10)

Once le is determined, thermal diffusivity can be obtained from Eq. (2.10) as,

a:= f.. I; (2. 11)

Thermal diffusivity a, although a derived characteristic of a substance, is of direct

importance in heat flow studies as it determines the rate of periodic or transient heat

propagation through the medium. It has got dimensions (lengthr' (timer l
.

We have used a modified PA phase lag technique [22] for the determination

of thermal diffusivity in our experiments. In this technique, a single beam PA cell

that can be rotated through 1800 about a vertical axis is used. PA signal is measured

with front and rare surface illuminations of the sample, one after the other. If I{FF and

I{FR denote the PA signal phases during front surface and rear surface illuminations

respectively, it can be shown that [22],

tanAu: = tan{lfIF -lfIlI) =tanh{aJJtan{aJJ (2. 12)

Thermal diffusivity can be calculated from the above expression using the relation,

)

1/2

G, =(": . A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.2.

A He-Cd laser of wavelength 442 nm and intensity e 120 mW is used as the source

of light. A mechanical chopper (Model SR540) is used to modulate the light beam.

An electret microphone is used to detect the acoustic signal, the output of which is

fed to a dual phase lock-in amplifier (Model SR830). The advantage of this

technique is that measurement at only a single modulation frequency is enough to

determine thermal diffusivity.
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Fig. 2.2 Schematic diagram of the PA set up for measuring thermal diffusivity

1. laser 2. chopper 3. cell windows 4. sample 5. sample holder 6. microphone

7. temperature controller 8. liquid nitrogen chamber 9. lock-in amplifier 10 outer

chamber 11. heater 12. temperature sensor

2.3 Photopyroelectric Spectroscopy

Photothermal techniques have proved to be very useful in various fields such as

spectroscopy, thermal characterization and non-destructive evaluation. Like the

photoacoustic technique, the single beam photopyroelectric (PPE) technique is a

well established photothermal method used for spectroscopic and thermal

characterization of various materials as well as for studies of thennophysical

properties of gases [23-31]. The basic principle of the single beam PPE technique is
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that, when a periodically modulated energy from a source impinges on the surface of

a sample, the sample absorbs some of the incident energy, and in turn, produces a

localized temperature increase following a non-radiative deexcitation process. This

periodic temperature variation in the sample can be directly detected with a

pyroelectric transducer, which is in contact with the sample. The transducer is made

of a thin film pyroelectric material [e.g. polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF)]. The

PPE signal from the pyroelectric transducer is due to a temperature dependent

change in polarization of the pyroelectric material [23-25].

The PPE technique is the only photothermal technique based on the direct

detection of photothermal heating, i.e., on the temperature changes. Therefore, it has

a number of advantages over other detection schemes involving secondary

mechanisms [32, 33], since each conversion step in the signal generation degrades

the overall signal to noise ratio, sensitivity and band width performance and

complicates the theoretical interpretation of results. A PPE experiment is rather

simple to design and the specimen needs no special preparation. The materials that

can be investigated range from weakly absorbing solids like thin films [24, 34-36] or

liquids [37], semiconductors [38J, surfaces and absorbates [32, 35, 39, 40] to

strongly absorbing solids [41] and liquids [42, 43] or diffusing materials [23].

Mandelis and Zver in 1985 [30] put forward a one-dimensional analysis of

the photopyroelectric model of a solid sample in intimate contact with a pyroelectric

thin film, supported on a backing material. They were successful in deriving a

general expression for the pyroelectric voltage developed in the detector due to light

absorption in the sample. The calculations showed that the photopyroelectric voltage

is governed by the interplay between the optical absorption in the sample and in the
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pyroelectric transducer itself. These theoretical calculations helped to establish

photopyroelectric spectroscopy as a valid spectroscopic technique with high promise

in the realm of non-destructive probing of samples with minimal preparation. These

features set this technique ahead of photoacoustic and photothermal deflection

spectroscopies in certain respects.

In 1989, Chirtoc and Mihailiscu [27], generalized the theory by Mandelis and

Zver, to understand the role played by finite reflectance at the sample pyroelectric

interface and the mechanism responsible for the peak inversions observed in the

reflection mode PPE spectroscopy [42, 44], since these questions have found no

satisfactory answers in the frame work of the former theory. It is seen that, the

assumption of an arbitrary value for reflectance, completely changes the physical

nature of the PPE effect, featuring simultaneous optical absorption and transmission

characteristics. Also, it creates very diverse experimental opportunities for optical

and thermal investigations of solid, liquid and gaseous substances.

Complete characterization of a material requires the determination of thermal

transport properties such as thermal conductivity and heat capacity. Conventional

techniques used to measure thermal conductivity include the well known steady state

and transient methods. Comparatively large size samples, typically of size 5mm3 or

higher are needed while using these techniques to avoid boundary effects. Moreover,

large temperature rise often becomes necessary to obtain a reasonable signal-to

noise ratio, leading to considerable temperature gradient being setup in the sample.

However, techniques for high resolution measurements of specific heat capacity are

well established [45, 46].
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It has been shown that the photothermal techniques allow the simultaneous

measurement of specific heat capacity cps and thermal conductivity K, [47]. The

photoacoustic technique has been used for the simultaneous determination of

thermal diffusivity, thermal conductivity and heat capacity of liquid crystalline

compounds [48], but some restrictions are imposed on this technique, because

considerable complications arise in the design of the cell due to the presence of a

coupling fluid. Marinelli et al. [47] were quite successful in developing a technique

for determining thermal diffusivity, thermal conductivity and heat capacity

simultaneously at low temperatures with the pyroelectric detector kept in vacuum.

The boundary conditions involved in the theory of this method are not easy to satisfy

at temperatures above room temperature. We have used a photopyroelectric

technique for the simultaneous determination of thermal conductivity and heat

capacity of samples in which the pyroelectric transducer is in contact with a

thermally thick backing medium [49]. The advantage of a thermally thick backing

medium is that there will be sufficient heat exchange between the heated

pyroelectric detector and the backing so that, signal fluctuations can be reduced to a

rmrumum.

2.3.1 Principle of the technique.

The PPE technique is based on the use of a pyroelectric transducer to detect the

temperature rise due to periodic heating of a sample by induced light. A one

dimensional geometry as shown in Fig. 2.3 is assumed where g, s, d and b refer to

the gas medium in front of the sample. the sample, the pyroelectric detector and the

backing medium respectively. Since the observed signal output is affected by the
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impedance of the detector and subsequent detection electronics, an equivalent circuit

as shown in Fig. 2.4 is considered.

Light)

.I

a.... s d b

Fig. 2.3 One-dimensional geometry of PPE set up

g, s, d and b refer to the gas medium in front of the sample, the sample, the

pyroelectric detector and the backing medium respectively
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Fig. 2.4 Equivalent circuit for (i) the pyroelectric transducer (ii) the copper backing
and (iii) the detection electronics

Here, the pyroelectric detector is described as an ideal current source with a parallel

leakage resistance Rd, with a capacitance Cd supported on a backing having an

equivalent parallel load resistance Rb and capacitance Cs, while the detection

electronics is represented by an input capacitance C, and a parallel load resistance
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Re. For an optically opaque and thermally thick sample and pyroelectric detector,the

expression for temperature dependent PPE amplitude and phase are given by [49]

and

,p(f.r) = ~tan-I( f) _(-!!L)J /2 L,
f.. a,(r)

(2. 13)

(2. 14)

where ID = intensity of incident radiation

77s = non-radiative quantum efficiency

A = area of the pyroelectric transducer

Rd =resistance of the detector

P(I) = pyroelectric coefficient of the detector

pJ...I) = density of the detector

CpJ..I) =heat capacity of the detector

.. If! . 1 ith= cntica requency = , WIt
2:rRC

f = modulation frequency

asCI) = thermal diffusivity of the sample

es(I) =thermal effusivity of the sample
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For a thermally thick sample (Ps < Ls) and a thermally thick pyroelectric detector (Pd

< Ld) the expressions for the PPE phase and amplitude give formulae for the values

of thermal diffusivity and thermal effusivity of the sample. This allows the

determination of thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the sample, if the sample

density is known. It is clear from Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) that, thermal diffusivity

asCI) of the sample can be calculated from the phase of the PPEsignal, which when

substituted into the expression for the PPE amplitude gives the thermal effusivity of

the sample. Thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the sample can be calculated

using the following relations.

K,(T) =e, (T)[a,(TH /
2

( ) e,(T)
C", T = p,(T)[a,(T)]'h

2.3.2 Measurement of thermal parameters

(2. 15)

(2. 16)

A schematic diagram of the PPE sample cell used for the measurements is shown in

Fig. 2.5. A 120 mW He-Cd laser of A. = 442 run is used as the optical heating source.

A mechanical chopper (Model SR540) is used to modulate the light beam. A PVDF

film of thickness 28 um with pyroelectric coefficient = 0.25 x 10-8 V cm-I K-1 at

room temperature has been used as the pyroelectric detector. The room temperature

values of the resistance and capacitance of the pyroelectric detector are 50 on and

750 pF respectively [50]. The sample is attached to the pyroelectric detector by

means of a thermally very thin layer of a compound, whose contribution to the

signal is negligible. The pyroelectric detector attached to the sample is placed on a

thermally thick backing medium made up of copper, which satisfies the boundary
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Fig. 2.5 Schematic diagram of the PPE cell

1. PVDF detector 2. sample 3. glass window 4. copper ring 5. teflon outer cover
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condition bbd > L The sample configuration for the PPE set up to measure thermal

parameters is shown in Fig. 2.6. The frequency of modulation of light is kept above

30 Hz to ensure the thermal thickness of the sample, detector and backing medium.

The signal output is measured using a dual phase lock-in amplifier (Model SR 830).

A block diagram of the experimental set up is shown in Fig. 2.7.

1 I I I
I 1 • I
vVvv

Sample

PVDFDetector

BU~JNldium

(Copper)

--~>hu:id.entlight

--~> Absorber layer

--~>Thermally thkk

--~>Thermally thick

--~)ThernWly thick

Fig. 2.6 The sample configuration for the PPE setup
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loo bDC) 0- .-

~I:l. ~------- - - --
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Cl)

~Optical Chopper

.- e.;,
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I

I

II
Lock in Amplifier

Fig. 2.7 Block diagram of the PPE set up
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2. 4. Phototconductivity experiments

The basic requirements for a photoconductivity set up include a radiation source of

sufficient intensity in the required spectral range, a conductivity cell in which

sample is mounted and irradiated with the light beam and necessary instruments to

measure the signal produced.

A schematic diagram of the photoconductivity cell used in our experiments is

shown in Fig. 2.8. The cell consists of the following parts, (i) an outer chamber, (ii)

a cylindrical tube which acts as liquid nitrogen reservoir for the purpose of making

low temperature measurements and (iii) a sample holder. External electrical

connections to the cell are provided through a port provided on the top plate of the

chamber. This port is provided with four HNC connectors for connections from the

sample, a D-type connector for taking the signal from the temperature sensor and

another connector for heater supply.

2.4.1 Measurement of Photoconductivity

Photoconductivity measurements can be carried out either by d.c. (steady state)

method or by a.c. (pulsed excitation) method. For the present investigations, we

have used the d.c. method. In this method, the dark current (Id) and the current under

steady state illumination (/,11) are measured. The photocurrent is given by [51]

(2. 17)

Photoconductivity can be measured by either the two-probe method or the four

probe method, depending on the resistivity and geometry of the sample. If the

samples have high resistivity, contact resistance can be neglected and two-probe

technique can be used, provided the sample has a regular shape. We have used the
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Fig. 2.8 A schematic diagram of the photoconductivity cell

(1) sample holder (2) heater (3) glass window (4) heater supply (5) connector for

temperature sensor (6) liquid nitrogen reservoir (7) BNC connectors (8) connector to

vacuum pump

two-probe method for our measurements and the block diagram of the experimental

set up is shown in Fig. 2.9.

The samples are polished and shaped to exact square or rectangular shapes.

The electrodes are connected either in ·coplanar or sandwich mode. In our

measurements for bulk samples. the sandwich configuration has been used. The

sample is sandwiched between two Sn02 coated glass plates, which are conducting
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Fig. 2.9 Block diagram of the experimental set up for photoconductivity

measurements

and transparent. In this arrangement, the sample can be illuminated through one of

the electrodes. The contacts are found to be ohmic from a study of the V-I

characteristics of the contacts. A Keithly auto arranging pica ammeter (Model 485)

is used for measuring current.

2.5 Electrical switching measurements

Basically. electrical switching measurement setup is more or less the same as that of

electrical conductivity. The block diagram of the experimental set up is shown in

Fig. 2.10.
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Fig. 2.10 Block diagram of the experimental set up for electrical switching

measurements

In the case of switching studies, to get the V-I characteristics, a known

current is sent through the sample from a constant current source. The voltage

developed across the sample is measured by a digital voltmeter. The V-I

characteristics are determined by varying the current values in steps. Though the

current and voltage show a linear variation (ohmic behaviour) initially, for a

particular value of current, the voltage across the sample attains a threshold value

(VII,) and further increase in current results in a decrease of voltage and the sample

deviates from the ohmic behaviour to a negative resistance region, which leads to a

high conducting state.
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2.5.1 Measurement of thermal parameters during electrical

switching by PPE technique

A cross sectional view of the sample holder used to study thermal parameters during

electrical switching is given in Fig. 2.11. The sample holder is made up of a copper

rod having a diameter 5 cm.

Fig. 2.11 Cross sectional view of photopyroelectric cell for measurment of thermal

parameters during electrical switching

1. conducting glass 2. acrylic sheet 3. sample 4. PVDF film 5. copper backing 6.

copper body 7. acrylic adjustable holder 8 & 9. connections to BNC la & 11.

connections to current source
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A PVDF film of diameter 10 mm and thickness 28 um, both side coated with Ni-Cr,

supported on a copper backing acts as the PPE detector. The backing is mounted on

an adjustable holder made of perspex. Samples of thickness ~ 0.2 mm are mounted

on the PVDF film using a thin layer of heat sink compound whose contribution to

the signal is negligible. Electrical connections are taken between points 10 and 11 in

Fig. 2.11. The sample can be illuminated through the top electrode, which is made of

conducting glass. The pyroelectric voltage is measured between points 8 and 9 in

Fig 2.11. Other measurement procedures are as already discussed in the previous

sections.

2.6 Radiation Source

Incandescent or arc lamps and lasers are two popular types of light sources currently

used for photothermal as well as photoconductivity experiments. The lamp

monochromator combination can provide continuous tunability over a wide

wavelength range from the infrared to the vacuum ultra violet. High pressure Xenon

arc lamps, high pressure Hg lamps, tungsten lamps etc. are the commonly used

incandescent sources. A major drawback of these sources is the relatively low

bandwidth throughput product. A monochromator output power of 0.1mW is typical

for 1nm resolution using a high pressure Xe arc lamp. Consequently, the lamp

monochromator combination is used with strongly absorbing samples or where low

resolution suffices.

Lasers are widely accepted light sources in photothermal experiments,

especially for measuring weak absorption. This is mainly because of their high
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spectral radiance resulting from the extremely narrow line widths and high

collimation. Because of spectral purity, lasers can be effectively used for high

resolution PA spectroscopy experiments. One main drawback of lasers is their

limited tunability.

2.7 Modulation

Modulation of the incident light beam is essential for the generation of photothermal

signals. Either the amplitude or the frequency of the incident beam can be

modulated, amplitude modulation being the more commonly used method.

Amplitude modulation can be achieved by one of the several methods such as

mechanical, electrical, electro-optic etc. One of the inexpensive, efficient and

common methods to accomplish amplitude modulation is to use a mechanical

chopper. The depth of modulation in this case is :::::: 100%. While using a mechanical

chopper, care should be taken to minimize the vibration noise as this may interfere

with the signal generated and cannot be filtered off even by lock-in detection. In the

case of electrical CW lasers, modulation can be achieved by varying the discharge

tube current. Electro-optic modulation involves changing the plane of an incoming

polarized light beam in a non-linear crystal (e.g. KDP, ADP etc.) by the application

of a modulated electric field across the crystal. Frequency modulation can be

employed to eliminate the photothermal signals generated due to wavelength

independent absorption at the cell windows. In dye lasers, rapid frequency change

can be obtained by using an electro-optic tuner in place of a birefrengent filter.

Frequency modulation is well suited for narrow line width absorbers such as atomic

and diatomic species.
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2.8 DV-Vis-NIR Spectrophotometer

A UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer has been used to determine the optical band gap

of samples under investigation. Hitachi model U-3410 double beam recording

spectrophotometer has been employed for this purpose. It comprises of a

monochromator section (including control section). display section, floppy disk

section. graphics plotter and operating section. The system is equipped with various

functions, which can be used in combination with a variety of optional accessories

for all types of analytical applications and is especially suited for material

characterization. This unit has a wavelength range 187 to 2600 nm with 0.07 nm

resolution. The wavelength accuracy is 0.2 nm in the UV-Vis range and ± 1 nm in

the NIR range. The monochromator adopts the model 340 prism / grating double

monochromatic system. The lenses used in the conventional monochromator have

all been replaced by mirrors to eliminate image deviation due to chromic aberration.

The PbS detector converges the light beam with a torroidal mirror located below the

photomultiplier. This permits placing the PbS symmetrically against the sample and

reference beams whereby the two beams are completely balanced. A mechanical

chopper is placed before the first monochromator to chop the light beam, which

minimizes deviation in zero signal. The long life, easily replaceable iodine free

tungsten lamp is used as the visible wavelength light source. The photometric output

from the detector is fed through the preamplifier to an AID converter and input into

the computer, where it is discriminated into reference signal, sample signal and zero

signal for storage by gate signals obtained in synchronization with rotation of the

sector mirror for splitting the light beam. The reference signal is compared with a
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predetermined standard value and used for controlling the voltage applied to the

dynode of the photornultiplier.

2.9 Sample preparation

As already stated in the previous chapter, there exists a number of techniques to

prepare amorphous materials. Since the amorphous phase is thermodynamically less

stable than the corresponding crystalline form, its preparation can be regarded as the

addition of excess free energy in some manner to the crystalline polymorph. which

can be done by faster rate of cooling.

The most common method for preparing bulk amorphous material is the melt

quenching technique. Amorphous materials produced in this manner are often been

termed as glasses. The distinguishing feature of the melt quenching process of

producing amorphous materials is that the amorphous solid is formed by continuous

hardening (i.e., increase in viscosity) of the melt. On the other hand. crystallization

of the melt occurs as a discontinuous solidification process. An essential prerequisite

for the glass formation from the melt is that the cooling be sufficiently fast to

preclude crystal nucleation and growth. The crystalline phase is thermodynamically

more stable and crystal growth will always dominate over the formation of

amorphous phase if allowed to take place. Cooling rate is often a critical factor in

determining glass formation.

The most usual way of producing samples of easy glass formers is to seal the

charge (1 to 109) in a fused silica or quartz ampoule under a good vacuum (- 10' 6

Torr) and keep the ampoule in a rocking or rotating furnace at sufficiently elevated

temperatures so that the constituents become molten and can react. The rocking
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motion ensures that a thorough mixing of the constituents takes place. The melt can

be quenched either slowly by simply switching off the furnace. or more rapidly by

plunging the ampoules into air or even more rapidly by bringing the ampoules

immediately from the furnace into a liquid, preferably one with a high thermal

conductivity and high latent heat of vapourization so that heat is conducted away

from the sample as fast as possible without the formation of a thermally insulating

vapour layer around the ampoule. In this manner, cooling rates of the order of 102 to

103 KJs are achievable. The parameters that are important in the melt quenching

method are. (1) temperature of the furnace, (2) rate of cooling, (3) volume of the

charge in the ampoule and (4) thickness of the wall of the ampoule. Materials

produced in this manner are often in the form of a plug or a rod.

ChaIcogenide glass samples for the present investigations have been

prepared by the melt quenching technique. Appropriate quantities of the constituents

are weighed and taken in quartz ampoules, which are then evacuated and sealed. The

ampoules are then kept in a high temperature furnace and heated slowly to a

temperature well above the melting points of the constituents. The ampoules are kept

at that temperature for nearly 24 hours and then suddenly quenched to ice water.

Then the ampoules are broken open to obtain the shiny glass samples. The

amorphous nature of the samples is then confirmed by Xvray diffraction technique.
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CHAPTER-3

Thermal conductivity and heat capacity

of Pb-Ge-Se glasses exhibiting carrier

type reversal

3.1 Introduction

Cha1cogenide glasses containing sulphur, selenium or tellurium constitute a rich

family of amorphous semiconductors. There has been an intense research activity on

these glasses because of their wide ranging technological applications [1-5]. The

effect of impurities on the electronic properties of chalcogenide glasses has been a

subject of serious debate ever since their discovery [6].

Bulk chalcogenide glasses prepared by the melt quenching technique are. in

general, p-type semiconductors owing to the fact that the number of electrons

excited above the conduction band mobility edge is smaller than the number of holes

excited below the valence band mobility edge [7]. Their conductivity cannot be

made n-type by adding impurities as in the case of their crystalline counterparts.

This behaviour is attributed to the local valence saturation of the dopant atom. These

systems also contain positively and negatively charged defect states. known as

valence alternation pairs (VAPs) [8. 9]. which essentially pin the Fermi level near

the middle of the band gap, making them rather insensitive to doping [10].



The creation of charged defects C; and C1- called VAPs, starting from a

fully bonded network in which all atoms are in C~ configuration can be described

by,

(3.1)

The C.: and C1- centres subsequently relax to a different configuration and the

overall energy is lowered by the effective correlation energy Uefj. Whether Uefj is

positive or negative affects dramatically the movement of the Fermi level when

electrons are injected into the system either by the application of an external electric

field or by the addition of dopant atoms. Adler and Yoffa [10] considered a single

defect capable of being occupied by electrons, and used the grand partition function

to calculate the Fermi level position as a function of the number of electrons per

defect n (0 < n < 2). According to them,

{
21n -1\ }

E, ::; E"II + U,." + kH TIn 1 1
1- n-l

and E. = E _IU..1rl_ kHTIn{~ -I}
f· "If 2 2 n '

O<n<1

1 < n < 2, for Uejf> 0

for Ueff< 0

(3.2a)

(3.2b)

(3.2c)

For positive U ..jf materials there is a level at Eejf for singly occupied states and lying

above it at a separation Vejf a level corresponding to doubly occupied centres. (Fig.

3.1a). As the electron concentration n increases from zero at T= 0 K, the Fermi level

rises slowly in the lower singly occupied level. As soon as n = I, The Fermi level

jumps discontinuously across the gap of magnitude Vefj to the upper level, and

subsequently rises gradually through this level until n :; 2 and all states are doubly
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occupied. However. for negative Ueff defects. the levels corresponding to double

occupancy lie below those for single occupancy, and the density of lower levels is

equal to the number of electrons introduced and thus this band is always full. (Fig.

3.1b). The injection of electrons into such a material therefore results in immediate

double occupancy of levels without an intermediate n = 1 stage. Thus EF remains

pinned midway between the two levels at an energy EF - Ueff / 2 for all values of n,

except when n is very near 0 or 2. as given by Eq. (3.2c) and shown in Fig. 3.1b.

However, of late, it has been found that the addition of certain heavy

elemental metallic impurities like Bi or Pb to certain chalcogenide glass systems can

cause a change in the conduction type from p to n. This phenomenon of carrier type

reversal (CTR) or p~n transition was first observed in Bi doped Ge-Se glasses [11,

12] and later in several other glass systems [13-16]. This has led to extensive

research on these materials [17-24] and to a reconsideration of the existing theories

of electronic structure of chalcogenide glasses [25].

o
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Fig. 3.1 Density of states and Fermi level as a function of electron occupation, n, for
Ca) +Ueffdefects; (b) -Ueffdefects [10].
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In this chapter. we report the variations m thermal parameters such as

thermal diffusivity (a), thermal effusivity (e), thermal conductivity (K) and heat

capacity (cp ) as a function of composition in Pb-Ge-Se system of glasses. Also, the

composition dependence of optical band gap of this system of glasses is reported.

Pb-Ge-Se system forms homogeneous glass in the following two series.

(i) Pb2oGexSe8o-x (x = 17-24) and

(ii) PbyGe.u.ySe58 (y = 0-20).

Both these series exhibit CTR at specific compositions [13]. In series I, CTR occurs

at x :::: 21, while in series 11, it occurs at y :::: 8 as evidenced by electrical transport

measurements. Optical absorption studies were done using a UV·Vis-NIR

spectrophotometer, while thermal parameters were measured using photopyro

electric (PPE) and photoacoustic (PA) techniques. Details of the experiments, results

obtained and a discussion of the results are given in the later sections.

3.2 Sample preparation

Glasses with general formulae Pb2oGexSego.x (17 ~ x ~ 24) and PbyGe.n.ySeS8 (0 s y

~ 20) have been prepared in the bulk form using the conventional melt quenching

technique. Appropriate atomic proportions of high purity lead (4N). germanium

(4N) and selenium (5N) are weighed and taken in cylindrical quartz ampoules,

which are then evacuated and sealed. The ampoules are then placed in a furnace, in

which the mixture is heated slowly to a temperature of 10000C. The ampoules are

kept at 10000C for nearly 24 hours, with intermittent rotation, for homogeneous

mixing of the constituents. Then the ampoules are quenched in ice water, resulting in

a cooling rate of - 102 KJs. Ampoules are then broken open to obtain the glass
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samples. The amorphous natures of the samples are confirmed by X-ray diffraction

(XRD) technique.

3.3 Optical band gap measurements

Optical band gap of the samples under investigation are determined by recording

their optical absorption spectra using a UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer. A Hitatchi

Model U-3410 recording spectrophotometer has been employed for this purpose.

The absorption spectra are recorded using UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer for all

the samples of both the series. Typical spectra of two samples of either series are

given in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. Optical band gap can be determined

graphically from the absorption spectrum. Variation of optical band gap with

composition for Pb2oGexSegO-x and PbrGe42.ySe'8 systems are shown in Figs. 3.4 and

3.5 respectively.

3.4 Composition dependence of thermal parameters

using PPE and PA techniques

Using the photopyroelectric (PPE) technique described in Chapter 2, thermal

parameters of the samples can be determined simultaneously. Thin slices of samples

with thickness of the order of 0.5 mm and area of the order of 3 x 3 mm' have been

cut with a slow speed diamond wheel saw and then hand lapped and polished for the

measurements. In the PPE technique, a thermally thick pyroelectric film is attached

to one side of the sample, which is also thermally thick, and the combination is

mounted on a thermally thick backing medium. The other side of the sample is
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illuminated by a beam of light, modulated in intensity, which gives rise to periodic

temperature variations by optical absorption. The thermal waves so generated

propagate through the sample and are detected by the pyroelectric detector. A

mechanical chopper (Model SR540) has been used to modulate the light beam and

the signal is measured using a dual phase lock-in amplifier (Model SR830). A 120

mW He-Cd laser of wavelength 442 nm has been used as the radiation source and a

polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) film of thickness 28 urn, both sides coated with

Ni-Cr film, as the pyroelectric detector.

A careful calibration of the experimental setup and procedure has been done

prior to carry out the measurements. The thermal thickness of the PPE detector at the

used modulation frequency has been ensured by plotting the PPE signal amplitude

and phase with frequency with the detector itself acting as the sample. These are

shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 respectively. Similarly. the thermal thicknesses of the

samples are also ensured and the corresponding plots are shown in Figs. 3.8 t03.l1.

A modulation frequency of 40 Hz has been used for the determination of thermal

parameters of the samples, which ensures the thermal thickness of the sample.

detector and the backing medium. Measurement of PPE signal phase and amplitude

enables one to determine thermal diffusivity (a = K / P cp.P being the density of the

sample) and thermal effusivity (e = JK p c r ) respectively of the sample under

investigation. Once the density p of the sample is determined. thermal conductivity

(A.l and heat capacity (cp) of the sample can be calculated. Measurement on each

sample has been repeated many times. It is found that the variations of output signal

(PPE amplitude and phase) between sample mountings are very small (less than 1%)
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ensuring that variations In thermal impedance between sample mountings are

negligible. The estimated uncertainty in the measured values of K and cp is less than

2%.

Composition dependence of thermal diffusivity of both the sets of glasses

has been determined independently using the photoacoustic phase lag technique

described in Chapter 2. The sample is mounted on a metallic ring using a thin layer

of vacuum grease and placed in the sample chamber. Relative phase tag

Lttp =If',. - If'II of the generated PA signals between the front and rare surfaces of

illuminations when the sample is irradiated by a single light beam is determined by

rotating the PA cell freely by 1800 about a vertical axis. In this case also, a He-Cd

laser is used as the source of radiation and a mechanical chopper (Model SR540) is

used to modulate the light beam. A dual phase lock-in amplifier (Model SR830) is

used to measure the PA signal. Once Lt'l/ is obtained, thermal diffusivity of the

sample can be determined as described in Chapter 2.

3.5 Results

The variations of thermal diffusivity and thermal effusivity with Ge content (x) for

series I glasses is shown in Fig. 3.12. Both the parameters show a clear change of

slope at x = 21, the composition at which carrier type reversal occurs. Fig. 3.13

shows the corresponding curve for series II glasses. In this case, thermal diffusivity

shows a minimum, while thermal effusivity shows a maximum at the critical

composition (y = 8). Variation of thermal diffusivity as a function of composition for

both the sets of glasses as obtained by the PA technique are shown in Figs. 3.14 and

3.15, which agree very well with those obtained by the PPE technique.
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Densities of the samples are determined using Archimedean principle with

liquid paraffin as the densiometric fluid. Figs. 3.16 and 3.17 show the variations of

density as a function of composition for series I and series Il glasses respectively.

The variations of thermal conductivity and heat capacity as a function of x

for series I glasses is shown in Fig. 3.18. K as well as cp decrease sharply beyond x =

21 indicating a clear anomaly at this composition. The anomalous changes of K and

cp can be also noted in the corresponding curves plotted against Pb content (y) for

series Il glasses, shown in Fig. 3.19. For this series, thermal conductivity drops

significantly beyond y = 9 and heat capacity decreases faster with Pb content for

y>9.

3.6 Discussion of results

The observed decrease in thermal conductivity as the two sets of glasses undergo

CTR may be explained as follows. Thermal conductivity in glassy semiconductors is

dominated by the transport of heat by the vibration modes of the network. Primarily,

molecular vibrations and defects in the structure limit the mean free paths of the

propagating phonon modes. The electronic contribution to thermal resistance is

rather small due to the low concentration of electrons in the medium. In

chalcogenide glasses, electrical conduction is primarily p-type due to the presence of

charged defect states. The thermal excitation of positively charged defect states

creates long living holes, whereas the electrons excited from negatively charged

defects recombine resulting in a larger concentration of holes. Consequently,

chalcogenide glasses behave as p-type conductors.
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The total density of valence alternation centres (N) is given by

(3.3)

In the absence of a metallic additive, the positively and negatively charged native

defects are equal in number ( [c;] = [C;] ) and N = 2No, where No denotes the

concentrations of individual native-charged defects.

The concentration of native VAPs equilibrating at the quenching or glass transition

temperature (Tg) , is also given by

(3.4)

where NA is the density of the chalcogen and EVAP is the energy required to create a

valence alternation defect pair from a normally bonded chalcogen.

The electron concentration in the absence of additives (no) is given by [26]

(3.5)

where Ne is the effective density of conduction band states. The activation energy for

the electron, G" ::::: E,)2. where Ef. is the mobility gap.

It is assumed that additives such as Pb equilibrate at Tg and yield positive

centres of concentration [A-], where A denotes the additive. In order to calculate the

thermal activation energy for various concentration of [A+]. the total density of

valence alternation centres (No) that equilibrate with [A~] during glass transition. and

remaining constant in the range of interest, T < Tg , has to be determined.

Assuming that no is small compared to No, the defect concentrations after the

addition of metal atoms into the chalcogenide glass, can be estimated from [26]

[C1- ( = Y2 [A-] +( N~ + ~ [A-]2 )1/2

[C; f =.Y2 [A"] + ( »: + 114 [A']2 )1/2
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Here, [A-] is treated as an independent variable for determining [ C1- f and [ C3+ ]" at

Tg. The total concentration of VAPs after the addition of metal atom (Nmod) is given

by

(3.8)

From Eq. (3.8), it is clear that the concentration of charged additives has to approach

or exceed No in order to have any appreciable effect. The electron concentration

after the incorporation of the additive can be estimated from

(3.9)

When n » 2 N~ I[A-], i.e., for high additive concentrations, Eq. (3.9) simplifies to

the form

n =(2 [A+])1/3 n;/3

For lower impurity concentrations, n« 2 N~ I[A-], Eq. (3.9) reduces to

(3.10)

(3.11 )

This expression describes the enhancement m electron concentration by the

incorporation of charged impurities.

In the case of PbyGe4z_ySe58 system of glasses, the addition of Pb into Ge-Se

glass converts some of Se; centres into Se; centres while Ge; centres remain

unchanged. Consequently, the number of Se; centres that can undergo thermal

excitation as per the Kolobov et al. model [27] decreases. Hence there is a decrease

in the number of free holes formed by the conversion of Se; centres into Se;

centres. Moreover, with the decrease in the number of Se; centres, the number of

traps that can capture electrons excited into the conduction band decreases. This
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results in an overall increase in the electron concentration In the medium. In

addition, there is a simultaneous increase in the number of Se. charged defect states,

which enhances the number of shallow acceptors that capture holes from the valence

band. These two effects together shift the Fermilevel towards the conduction band

resulting in p to n transition at a particular Pb concentration. Consequent increase in

electron concentration reduces the phonon mean free path resulting in a decrease in

thermal conductivity for)' > 9 in these glasses (Fig. 3.19). The small extremum in

heat capacity at the transition composition is also a result of this increase in electron

concentration. Since the effect is small, the enhancement in heat capacity for

compositions with Pb content larger than y = 9 is not really visible.

In Pb2oGexSe8o.x glasses. the number of Ge, charged defect states increase as

Ge concentration increases. Consequently, the number of Se; centres that can

undergo thermal excitation decreases. Since the electronegativities of Pb and Ge are

similar. the formation of charged defects and increase in electron concentration

leading to CTR occur as in the case of PbyGe42.ySeS8 glasses.

CTR in these glasses have been explained [23] in terms of the formation of

sp3d2 energy band of Pb2
+ ions just above and separated from the sp lone pair levels

of Se. The p to n transition in series I glasses occur by the upward movement of the

lone pair levels. closing in the sp3d! lone pair band gap. while in series II it occurs as

the sp3d2 band spreads bringing about a decrease in the gap to a similar level as in

series I. In both cases. there is an increase in the electron concentration as well as

charged defect states. which bring about a decrease in thermal conductivity during

CTR. The electronic contribution to heat capacity increases due to larger
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concentration of electrons in the medium consequent to p to n transition. which is

reflected in the experimental results.

3.7 Conclusions

Composition dependence of thermal parameters in Pb-Ge-Se system of glasses that

exhibit the phenomenon of CTR has been investigated using PPE and PA

techniques. Anomalous variations are found in the thermal parameters at

compositions where CTR has been reported to occur. The results are explained in

terms of enhancement in electron concentration during the p to n-type change over

in these materials.
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CHAPTER-4

Thermal conductivity and heat capacity

of Bi-Ge-Se and Pb-In-Se glasses

exhibiting CTR

4.1 Introduction

Chalcogenide glasses are remarkably resistant to electrical doping by the

incorporation of dopant atoms. The Fermi level is considered to be pinned

effectively by the presence of charged defect centres [1, 2] and holes are the

predominant charge carriers. The discovery that the addition of Bi to Ge-Se glass

system changes the conduction type from pto n [3,4] has therefore attracted a great

deal of scientific attention. Later. it has been found that the phenomenon of carrier

type reversal (CTR) occurs in some other glass systems also, when doped with Bi or

Pb [5-8]. A number of papers have been published on various physical properties of

chalcogenide glass systems exhibiting carrier type reversal [9·14].

Several mechanisms have been proposed to account for the doping behaviour

of Bi. Most propose that the effect of Bi is to upset the equilibrium between

oppositely charged native defect centres (C; and C.-), being incorporated in a

charged state. thereby allowing the Fermi level to become unpinned. Electrical

resistivity. thermoelectric power and optical absorption coefficient measurements on

Ge2oBixSeso-x system of glasses by Tohge et al. [15] shows a gradual decrease in

resistivity with increasing Bi content up to 9 at.% and a decrease by about four



orders of magnitude between x = 9 and 10%, but remained almost constant for x >

10 at.%. Composition dependence of Seeback coefficient shows a change of sign

around 8 at. % of Bi.

In the Pbxln25.xSe75 system, carrier type reversal occurs at x ~ 5 at. % [7].

Composition dependence of activation energy shows a clear change of slope around

the critical composition, while Seebeck coefficient changes its sign from positive to

negative. In this case, Pb enters the network in Pb2
+ ionized state; alter the

concentrations of C; and C~ centres that result in the unpinning of the Fermi level.

In this chapter we report the results of our work on the composition

dependence of thermal parameters viz., thermal diffusivity, thermal effusivity,

thermal conductivity and heat capacity of Ge2oBixSeso-x (2 ~ x $ 12) and Pbxln25.x

Se75 (2 ~ x ~ 15) systems measured using the photopyroelectric (PPE) and

photoacoustic (PA) techniques. Thermal parameters show anomalous variations at

the critical compositons at which CTR occurs. Experimental details, results obtained

and a discussion of the results are given in the following sections.

4.2 Experimental details

Bulk semiconducting glasses with the general formulae Ge2oBixSeso.)( (2 s x ~ 12)

and PbxIn25.xSe75 (2 $ x ~ 15) have been prepared by the conventional melt

quenching technique described in detail in Chapter 2. Appropriate quantities of high

purity constituents are taken in quartz ampoules. which are then evacuated and

sealed and kept in a high temperature furnace at a temperature ~ 1000°C for nearly

24 hours. Ampoules are then quenched in ice water, at a cooling rate - 200 Ks·1
, to

obtain the glass samples.
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Thermal parameters of the samples are determined using the PPE and PA

techniques described already in Chapters 2 and 3. Samples of thickness - O.5mm

and area - 3x3 mm2
, prepared by cutting with a slow speed diamond wheel saw and

polished by hand lapping are used for the measurements. Optical band gap of

PbxIn2s-xSe75 glasses are determined using a UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer

following the absorption technique.

4.3 Results and discussion

The optical absorption spectrum of one sample of the Pb-In-Se system under study

is shown in Fig. 4.1. Optical band gap is determined graphically from the absorption

spectrum. The composition dependence of optical band gap for this glass system is

shown in Fig. 4.2. It is seen that the optical band gap decreases with increasing Pb

content.

Thermal parameters of the samples are determined using the PPE technique.

The thermal thickness of the samples are ensured by plotting the PPE amplitude and

phase with modulation frequency. These plots are shown in Figs. 4.3 to 4.6. Thermal

diffusivity (a) of the samples is determined from the PPE signal phase and thermal

effusivity (e) from the PPE signal amplitude.

Composition dependences of a and e for the two sets of glasses are shown in

Figs. 4.7 and 4.8. Using the PA technique a has been independently determined and

these are shown in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, which agrees well with the values obtained by

PPE technique.
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Sample mass densities have been determined using Archemedis principle.

with liquid paraffin used as the densiometric fluid. Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 show the

composition dependence of densities of Ge2oBixSego-x and PbxIn25-xSe75 systems of

glasses respectively. It is seen that density increases with Bi content for the first set

and increases with Pb content for the second set.

Thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the samples have been determined

using the relations K = e(a)I/2 and cp = elA a)I!2. Figs. 4.13 and 4.14 show the

composition dependence of K and cp for Ge-Bi-Se and Pb-In-Se systems of glasses

respectively. It can be seen that anomalous variations occur at the compositions

corresponding to eTR in the composition dependence of thermal parameters.

From Fig. 4.7 it is seen that a increases gradually with Bi content up to 7

at.% of Bi, beyond which it decreases, which agrees with an earlier report [16J.

Thermal effusivity also shows a maximum at 7 at. % of Bi which corresponds to the

p-M transition composition. However, density increases monotomically with Bi

content, as can be seen from Fig. 4.11. Thermal conductivity shows a maximum at x

= 7. beyond which there is a sharp decrease. Heat capacity shows a sharp decrease

around the critical composition (Fig. 4.13).

Various structural models have been put forward to account for eTR

observed in Ge-Bi-Se glasses. These could be viewed as two groups, normally the

electronic [17] and the structural inhomogeneity [18] groups. The electronic model

considers the existence of Bi in various defect configurations. which perturbs the

concentration of YAPs and results in the unpinning of the Fermi level. On the other

hand. the structural inhomogeneity model assumes these glasses as phase separated

into IHype tetradymite Bi~Se3 clusters with diameter less than 40A [10] in the rest of
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the matrix at the microscopic level. Therfore at the conductivity percolation [181, or

mechanical threshold [10]. these glasses show a conductivity change. Measurements

on the double stage crystallization in these glasses support the phase separations at

the microscopic level [19].

According to the constraints theory by Phillips and Thorpe [10, 20], for the

IV,·-V lOO-x binary glasses. mechanical threshold occurs around x, = 20 at. %.

However, for GexSelOO-x glasses, mechanical threshold occurs at a slightly higher

value of X (x = 23 at. %) [21J. This is attributed to the fact that not all the bond

bending constraints are effective in hindering intercluster motion. Ge2oBixSellO.x

glasses can be represented as BbzSe3z + Ge20SegO.5z. At lower Bi percentage, the

localized unconstructed Se-defects are present at the Bi2Se3 tetramite surfaces.

Theses clusters are uniformly dispersed in the rest of GeSe2 and Se flexible chains.

which make the material p-type. As the value ofx increases, the mechanical stiffness

of the combined medium increases. At x = 6 at. %. Bi6Ge2oSe74 = Bi6Se9 + Ge20Se65

and Ge20Se65 = GeySeIOO'Y with y = 24. which agrees with the elastic stiffness

threshold composition Ye = 23 of the glasses found in other experiments [21]. For x ~

6 at. % the mechanical misfit between these clusters is high, which leads to the

plastic deformation of tetradymite clusters and as a result. the Se-density increases.

The high density of these Se-defects evolves in a percolative manner at mechanical

threshold and produces the n-type conduction in these glasses.

According to the charged dangling bond model, when bismuth is added to

the Ge-Se network. the equilibrium between positively and negatively charged

dangling bonds which pin the Fermi level near the middle of the gap gets affected
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[3]. As a result, the Fermi level gets unpinned and moves towards the conduction

band.

Elliot and Steel [22] have suggested that the p~n transition in these glasses

is accompanied by a significant change in the local structural order surrounding the

Bi impurity atoms. At low Bi concentrations, Bi-Se bond remains covalent in

character and at higher Bi concentrations it becomes partially ionic with slight

increase in bond lengths. According to them, the process of dissolution of Bi

impurity in the Se rich regions at lower concentrations produce Se- centres making

the Bi impurities positively charged. Further addition of Bi in larger concentrations

do not produce appreciable additional defects as it enters in a modified network.

Consequently, the absorption edges are not appreciably affected. According to

Bhatia et al. [23], at lower Bi concentrations there is little change in activation

energy Em" where as at higher concentrations, a considerable decrease in EOI• is

observed, which can be explained on the basis of the shift of the Fermi level towards

the conduction band.

The dependence of thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity on Bi

concentration show maxima at the critical compositions that lies close to the

mechanical threshold predicted by the constraints model. The increase in a and K

may be attributed to the mechanical stiffening of Ge-Se network with Bi-Se, clusters

dispersed in it. The elastic misfit between the Bi2Se3 cluster and GeSe2 network is

relieved by distortions of the Se atom chains for x < 7. When x ~ 7. the grown up

Bi2Se3 clusters find themselves embedded in a matrix of increased mechanical

rigidity. Heat capacity shows a sharp decrease around the transition composition.

which is in agreement with an earlier report [19].
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For Pbxln25-xSe75 system, carrier type reversal occurs around x = 5 at. % (7J.

From Fig. 4.2. it can be seen that the optical band gap decreases with increasing Pb

content. Thermal diffusivity (a) shows a minimum and thermal effusivity (e) a

maximum at x = 5. Thermal conductivity (K) and heat capacity increase upto the

critical composition compositon corresponding to CTR and thereafter decrease.

According to Mehra et al. [7]. the Fermi level is pinned and placed towards

the valence band at an energy of 0.73 eV for In25Se7S. However, when Pb enters the

network. the band picture changes drastically. It is assumed that Pb enters the

network in Pb2
+ ionized state as in other Pb containing chalcogenide glasses.

Consequently Se" centres are formed. and the equilibrium between Se. and Se;

centres gets disturbed. As a result. the Fermi level gets unpinned and moves towards

the conduction band resulting in n-type conductivity.

Since Pb is more electro positive than Se or In, the lone-pair electrons

adjacent to Pb atoms will have higher energies than those remote from Pb atoms.

This results in a broadening and tailing of the valence band. This leads to the

observed decrease in Eg with increasing Pb concentration.

The thermal parameters viz.. a. e. K and cp of Pbxln2s-xSe75 glasses show

anomalous variations at x = 5. While a shows a minimum, e shows a maximum. K

and cp decrease beyond x ::: 5. As already stated in Chapter 3, thermal conductivity

in these glasses is dominated by the transport of heat by the vibration modes of the

network. As the electron concentration is increased during p~n transition, the

phonon mean free path gets reduced. This results in the decrease in thermal

conductivity beyond the critical composition
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4.4 Conclusions

Thermal parameters of Ge-Bi-Se and Pb-In-Se systems of glasses exhibiting carrier

type reversal are studied as functions of compositions. It is found that the carrier

type reversal gets reflected in the thermal parameters measured using the PPE

technique. A decrease is observed in thermal conductivity beyond the p-n transition

composition. This is explained on the basis of enhancement in carrier concentration

in the samples.
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CHAPTER-S

Photoconductivity in chalcogenide glass

systems exhibiting CTR

5.1 Introduction

The effect of impurities on the electronic properties of chalcogenide glasses has

been a subject of great interest ever since their discovery [I]. In recent years, a great

deal of efforts has been expended to understand the role of Hi or Pb in controlling

the mechanism of electrical conduction in bulk chalcogenide glasses. It is known

that bulk semiconducting glasses behave like intrinsic p-type semiconductors and

are insensitive to impurity doping. Fermi level is considered to be pinned due to the

equilibrium between positively and negatively charged dangling bonds [2, 3].

However, it is found that when Hi or Pb is added to certain chalcogenide glass

systems, a carrier type reversal (CTR) from pto n occurs at certain doping levels [4

9]. Several researchers have reported results on electrical conductivity, activation

energy, thermoelectric power, thermal analysis, structure and vibration states of Pb

as well as Hi doped glasses across the compositions at which carrier type reversals

are reported to occur [10-17].

In this chapter, we report the results of our photoconductivity measurements

in Pb2oGexSegO-x (17 ~ x ~ 24), PbyGe.l:!oySe58 (0 s y s 20) and PbxIn25-xSe75 (0 ~ x ~

15) systems of glasses, all of them exhibiting CTR at definite compositions. As

already stated in Chapter 1. p to 11 transitions are reported to occur in these systems



at specific compositions. Photoconductivity as well as photodetectivity. which is the

ratio of photoconductivity to the corresponding dark conductivity, have been

measured as a function of composition, and it is seen that the carrier type reversal

gets clearly reflected in these properties. Temperature dependence of these

parameters have also been studied and reported. The results are analyzed in terms of

the existing photoconductivity models. The experimental methods, results obtained

and a discussion of the results are outlined in the following sections.

5.2 Sample preparation and experimental details

Bulk glasses in the required composition range have been prepared by the

conventional melt quenching technique. Appropriate quantities of high purity

constituent elements are weighed and taken in quartz ampoules. which are then

evacuated and sealed. Ampoules are then kept in a high temperature furnace at

10000C for 24 hours with intermittent rotation of the ampoules for uniform mixing

of the constituents. Ampoules are then quenched in ice water at a cooling rate - 200

Ks· l
. The amorphous natures of the samples have been confirmed by XRD

technique.

Photoconductivity measurements are carried out as described in Chapter 2.

Samples with thickness of the order of 0.5 mm and surface area of the order of 3 x 3

rnrrr' have been used for the present measurements. The sample is sandwiched

between two Sn02 coated conducting. transparent glass plates acting as electrodes.

The sample holder is kept in an enclosed chamber, which can be evacuated and

heated. The temperature of the sample is measured and controlled within ± 0.1 K

using a temperature controller (Lakeshore Cryotronics, Model DRC 82C). A
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120mW He-Cd laser (A = 442 nm) is used as the source of light to initiate

photoconduction. The current is measured using a picoammeter in a two probe

setup. Steady state (d. c.) photoconductivity is obtained as the difference between

the total conductivity under illumination and the corresponding dark conductivity.

The electrical activation energy of all the samples has been determined by

measuring their dark conductivity (er) as a function of temperature (T) and plotting

log erversus 1IT.

5.3 Results

The composition dependence of photoconductivity and photodetectivity for

Pb:wGexSegO-x system of glasses are shown in Fig. 5.1. At x = 21, which corresponds

to the p~n transition composition, photoconductivity shows a minimum, while

photodetectivity shows a sharp dip. Fig. 5.2 shows the composition dependence of

photoconductivity and photodetectivity for the PbyGe.n.ySe58 system. In this case. at

the critical composition y = 8, both photoconductivity and photodetectivity show

sharp increases. The composition dependence of photoconductivity and

photodetectivity of Pbxln25_~Se75 system shown in Fig. 5.3, also exhibits a similar

behaviour at x = 5. which is the critical composition at which CTR occurs.
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Temperature dependence of photoconductivity and photodetectivity has also

been carried out on selected compositions on either side of the critical composition

for all the three glass systems. The results are shown in Figs. 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. It may

be noted that for all the compositions in the three series, photoconductivity increases

with temperature. while photodetectivity decreases with temperatures. Figs. 5.7. 5.8

and 5.9 show the composition dependence of activation energy for electrical

conduction for the three systems. Uncertainties in the measured values are less than

2%. Anomalous variations occur at the transition compositions for all the three glass

systems.
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5.4 Discussion of Results

The results show that the p-~m transitions exhibited by the Pb-Ge-Se and Pb-In-Se

systems are clearly reflected in photoconductivity measurements. For Pb2oGe....Sego.....

system. photoconductivity decreases upto the transition composition and then

increases, exhibiting a threshold minimum. while photodetectivity shows a sharp

dip. For PbyGe.l2_ySe;8 and PbTln25-xSe75 systems. both photoconductivity and

photodectivity show sharp increases at the critical composition.

Presence of charged defect pairs of the type C; and C1- are characteristic of

chalcogenide glasses [18]. Their formation can be represented by a reaction of the

form,

(5.1 )
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where C represents a chalcogen. The superscript is the formal charge on the

chalcogen and the subscript denotes the number of covalent bonds by which the

chalcogen atom is connected to other atoms. Charge transport in chalcogenide

glasses occurs through the participation of charged defects. The motion of C;

centres in chalcogenide glasses is more facile than that of C1- centres so that

chalcogenide glasses are generally p-type conductors.

When Pb is introduced into the Ge-Se network. Cl- centres are created and

their concentration is equal to that of Pb itself. Vaidhyanathan et al. [16] have

calculated the values for the ratios of different types of defects in PbJGe.n.ySe58

glasses. It is seen that as the Pb atom concentration increases from 5 to 20, the value

of [ C1- ]/[ C~ ] increases by a factor of 10, while the value of [C; ]/[ C~ Jdecreases by

a factor of 10. This means that the ratio, [C1- ]/[C;] vary by nearly two orders of

magnitude. For low values ofy. C; centres are major charge carriers and the glasses

are p-type. As y increases. C\- centres become the dominant charge carriers and the

system switches to an n-type semiconductor. At the same time. the activation energy

decreases with y. which means that the concentration of C; increases with j, and so

the transition is gradual in this case. For Pb200e.~SegO_x system, activation energy

increases with increasing x. Therefore. the concentration of C; decreases and C,-

increases, so thatp~n transition in this system is rather sharp.

Vaidhyanathan et al. have proposed a band structure model to account for the

transition exhibited by the Pb-Ge-Se system [16]. The proposed. band energy

diagram is shown in Fig. 5.10. Here it is assumed that Ge is always tetrahedrally

coordinated and Pb is octahedrally coordinated. In this structure. the top of the lone
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pair band is constituted of Cl- states. Electron transport between C1- states takes

place through an empty spJd2 state. When the Pb concentration is increased, sp3d2

band as well as the C1- stales increases rapidly. and hence the electronic contribution

to conductivity also increases. Thus. the p--m transition in PbyGe.n-ySe58 system

occurs due to the spreading of the spJd2 band. which causes a decrease in the sp3d2

lone pair band gap. In Pb2oGe.ySe8o-x system, for small values of x, spJd2 band is well

above the lone pair band. As the value of x increases. the lone pair band spreads

upwards in energy because of the perturbation of lone pair levels caused by the
,

presence of larger number of tetrahedrally bonded centres. As a result, the Sp3d2

band and the lone pair band become closer. and the electronic contribution to the

conductivity increases. Thus the CTR in Pb2oGexSego-,T system occurs due to the

upward movement of the lone pair levels. closing in the sp3d2 lone pair band gap.

For PbyGe42.ySe;8 system. the composition dependence of photoconductivity

shows that photoconductivity increases with y. with a sharp increase at y ::: 8. For

this series activation energy decreases with y. with a clear slope change at the critical

composition. Also, in this case. a spreading of the sp3d2 band occurs resulting in

CTR. For the Pb2oGe.TSego.x system, photoconductivity shows a minimum at x = 21.

For this series. activation energy shows a maximum at that composition and CTR

occurs due to an upward shift of the lone pair levels.

In the case of Pbxln25-xSe75 system. it is seen that both photoconductivity and

photodetectivity show sharp increases at x = 5. the critical composition. In this case

also. it is assumed that Pb atoms are present in the Pb2
+ ionized state. The formation

of negatively charged Se centres. which occurs as a result of the addition of Pb,
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disturbs the equilibrium between Se; and Se~ centres. Since Pb is more

electropositive than selenium or indium, the lone pair electrons adjacent to Pb atoms

will have higher energies than those remote from Pb atoms, causing a broadening

and tailing of the lone pair valence band.

Photoconductivity, which is the excess conductivity due to incident

radiation. can be expressed as [19].

.10" = r(.1n,U" + IJp,U,,) (5.1)

where .117 and ap are the changes in the electron and hole densities due to irradiation

and f.111 and jip are their respective mobilities in the medium. The photoconducting

behaviour of these samples is close to that of a Type II photoconductor as per the

ABFH model [20]. According to this model, the photoconductivity behaviour of
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chalcogenide glasses have been classified into Type I and Type 11. For Type I

photoconductors. photoconductivity has a maximum at a specific temperature ~1I'

For T < Till. photoconductivity magnitude is generally larger than the dark

conductivity. while for T> Till. it is smaller than dark conductivity. For Type 1I

photoconductors. the photoconductivity maximum is absent. Photoconductivity

Increases monotonically with
. .
increasmg temperature and In general.

photoconductivity IS much smaller than dark conductivity. On the basis of the

energy level diagram suggested by the ABFH model. transitions from localized to

localized states are dominant in a Type II photoconductor. over the whoie

measurable range. The temperature dependence of photoconductivity of Pb-Ge-Se

and Pb-In-Se systems show that photoconductivity increases monotonically with

temperature in the temperature range in which measurements are carried out.

Moreover. the magnitude of photoconductivity is less than that of dark conductivity.

This means that the photoconductivity behaviour of these samples is close to that of

a Type II photoconductor.

5.5 Conclusions

Photoconductivity measurements in Pb2oGexSegO-x, PbyGe-l2_ySe58 and PbxIn25-xSe75

systems of glasses have been carried out. All the three systems exhibit p-e-n

transition, and these transitions are clearly reflected in the present measurements.

Temperature dependence of photoconductivity and photodetectivity has been

reported and the results are analyzed in terms of the existing models. The results

show that all the samples under study show photoconductivity properties close to

Type II photoconductors as per the ABFH model.
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CHAPTER 6

Thermal conductivity and heat capacity

In-Te glasses during electrical

switching

6.1 Introduction

The phenomenon of electrical switching in amorphous chalcogenide semiconductors

has attracted a great deal of scientific attention ever since its discovery in 1968 [1].

Electrical switching is the rapid and reversible transition between a highly resistive

OFF state and a conductive ON state, driven by an external electric field and

characterized by a threshold voltage. Primarily, there are two types of switchings

observed in chalcogenide glasses, namely, threshold [2] and memory [2, 3] as

already stated in Chapter 1. In threshold type switching, the ON state persists only

while a current flows down to a certain holding voltage, whereas in memory type

switching. the ON state is permanent until a suitable reset current pulse is applied.

To understand the phenomenon of electrical switching in chalcogenide

glasses, a great deal of effort has been expended [4-9]. Network connectivity,

rigidity and nature of bonding have important roles to play in the process of

electrical switching. The structure of chalcogenide glasses exhibiting memory

switching usually consists of long Te chains in which atomic rearrangements occur

easily [10]. They possess high electrical conductance. which can result in large

power dissipation. The application of a high electric field leads to the crystallization



of the glass. and as a result. the sample remains in the low resistance ON state even

after the removal of the field. In threshold switching materials, structural cross

linking of chains is generally higher and the structural reorganization is more

difficult. They have relatively high thermal stability and a large energy barrier for

crystallization.

A number of Te based binary and ternary glass systems like Al-Te, As-Te,

Ge-Te, In-Te, As-Se-Te, Ge-As-Te, Al~As-Te etc [11-18] exhibit the phenomenon

of memory switching. A highly conducting crystalline filament is expected within

the material as a cause of the memory switching [5, 19, 20]. In this chapter, we

report the results of our investigations on the variation of thermal parameters of the

In-Te system of glasses during electrical switching.

6.2 Sample preparation and experimental details

Five compositions ofIn1"TeIOO-.T system of glasses with x = 20, 25, 30. 35 and 40 have

been prepared by the conventional melt quenching technique using high purity

constituent elements. The amorphous natures of the samples have been confirmed

using the X-ray diffraction technique.

To determine the variation of thermal parameters during electrical switching

the photopyroelectric (PPE) technique has been employed. Details of the sample

holder and experimental set up are already described in detail in Chapter 2 of the

thesis.

The thermal diffusivity and effusivity of each sample are determined by

measuring the photopyroelectric signal phase and amplitude as already described.

The electrical switching characteristics have been determined and the required

electric field I current levels have been maintained to keep the sample in the ON
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state or OFF state during PPE measurements. It is found that it is difficult to keep

the sample in the switching state for measurements. PPE amplitude and phase

undergo considerable fluctuations during switching. So stable measurements could

be done only before switching and after switching. The results are outlined in the

following section, followed by a discussion of the results.

6.3 Results and discussion

Electrical switching in InxTelOo-x (x = 20-40) bulk samples have already been studied

and reported [17). Fig. 6.1 shows the V-Icharacteristics ofII4oTe6o glass. The region

OA that corresponds to the OFF state has three sub regions. In region I, current

increases linearly with voltage. while in region 2, current has an exponential

dependence on the square root of the voltage following the relation

(6.1)

In region 3, current increases exponentially with voltage following the relation

(6.2)

Here region I corresponds to the ohmic behaviour of the material. In region 2

current increases with square root of the applied voltage. This is because of the

changes in quasi equilibrium within the material due to the applied electric field

[21]. This region follows Poole-Frenkal law [22]. When the applied field is

increased further, the generation of carriers due to change in equilibrium reaches

saturation exponentially which corresponds to region 3.

If the applied field is increased further, a transition from OFF state to ON

state occurs at a high conduction region where I cc V' (n > 2) and is followed by a
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negative resistance region. The region AS in Fig. 6.1 corresponds to electrical

switching in the material with a negative differential resistance. The field induced

carrier generation provides the required operation of a positive feed back mechanism

during the occurrence of this instability condition. In the region SM. the material has

practically zero differential resistance.

The V-I characteristics of three different compositions of In-Te glass system

are shown in Fig. 6.2. It is found that the threshold field increases with In content.

As the In content increases. the number of Te-Te bonds decreases. The

stoichiometric composition In40TeM contains only In-Te heteropolar bonds. Since

the bond energy of the heteropolar bonds is higher than that of homopolar bonds.

this composition is the most stable one [23-25]. So field induced carrier generation

occurs at lower fields in other compositions compared to the stoichiometric In40Te6H.
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Fig. 6.1 Switching behaviour of Ins,Te60 glass [17]
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Figures 6.3-6.12 show the variations of thermal parameters of these samples

during electrical switching. It is found that thermal diffusivity (a). thermal effusivity

(e) and thermal conductivity (A) show increases after switching. However, heat

capacity (cp) does not show any appreciable variation. It is believed that memory

switching occurs in those chalcogenide glasses in which cross-linking atoms are too

few. Such glasses have lesser thermal stability [20] and consequently. crystallize

easily when heated. It is suggested that memory switching phenomenon is caused by

the phase transition of the material from glassy to crystalline state due to Joule

heating [19]. In the crystalline state, the conduction is higher as the disorder is

significantly lesser. The formation of a crystalline conducting channel in a merriory

glass during switching has been confirmed by electron microscope and optical

reflectivity investigations [19].
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The increase in thermal conductivity can be interpreted as due to the

formation of these crystalline conducting channels. Along these channels one can

expect a larger concentration of charge carriers leading to a higher electronic

contribution to thermal conductivity. Or, one can state that the phonon mean free

path in the channel regions increase leading to a corresponding enhancement in

thermal conductivity. One cannot expect this effect to get reflected in heat capacity

values. A more detailed quantitative description of the observed effects requires

more experimental data.

6.4 Conclusions

Thermal parameters of InxTelOo-x (20~ x ~40) system of glasses. which exhibit the

phenomenon of electrical switching. have been determined using photopyroelectric

technique. Variations of a. e and K during switching have also been studied. It is

found that these parameters show increase during switching whereas the heat

capacity does not show any significant variation during switching.
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CHAPTER 7

Thermal properties across thresholds in

Ge-As-Se glasses

7.1 Introduction

Systematic studies on the variation of various mechanical, optical, chemical, thermal

and elastic properties [1-7] of chalcogenide glasses with average coordination

number have gained considerable interest among solid state physicists, in view of

their many potential applications in solid state devices. According to Phillips'

constraints theory [8], the optimum condition for glass formation is,

N=N, .J (7.1 )

where N, and N,( are the constraints and the degrees of freedom per atom

respectively. The constraints are in the sense of Lagrangian mechanics [9] and are

due to the directional covalent bonds. As already stated in Chapter 1 of the thesis,

the total number of constraints on an atom is.

(7.2)

for covalent glasses. For 3-dimensional network. N,(= 3 and we get,

(7.3)

or Z = 2.4. This is a surprising result because it is not material specific and there are

no adjustable parameters involved in the calculation [8].



Later. Tanaka extended Phillips' ideas to 2-dimensional glass structures [10.

11]. Assuming a hypothetical material having a plane lattice laid in 3-D space. the

constraints balancing equations for the layer material gets modified as.

(7.4)

This expression gives a value Z :; 2.67, i.e., the average coordination number of

glasses having a stable layer structure is 2.67.

Transition from an under constrained to an over constrained network has

been interpreted by Thorpe [12, 13] in terms of percolation of rigidity in an

inhomogeneous medium containing both rigid and floppy regions. Anomalous

features in many physical properties have been reported around Z:; 2.4 and Z =2.67

as well as the chemical threshold in several systems.

The ternary glass system Ge-As-Se has got one of the largest glass forming

regions among chalcogenide glasses. Therefore, it is particularly well suited to test

the validity of the above concepts. Germanium. arsenic and selenium are elements of

groups IV, V, and VI respectively of the same period. This brings about the covalent

character of the interaction between their atoms and results in a broad glass-forming

region. In the three component Ge-As-Se system, selenium will react with

germanium and produce structural units of GeSe4/2. When germanium is introduced

into arsenic selenides, gradual composition changes takes place in the system

forming GeSe4/2 and AsSe3/2 structural units. Also, formation of complex structural

units like AS2Ge412Se4/2 occurs. Approximate thermo chemical calculations indicate

that in the three component Ge-As-Se system, there can be several sections with
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different contents of structural units. and consequently, with different physical and

chemical properties. There can be sections in which the structure is determined

mainly by bonds of the selenium type [14].

The composition dependence of many physical properties of Ge-As-Se

system of glasses show anomalous variations at Z = 2.4 and Z = 2.67. Elastic

constants of Ge-As-Se glasses show a threshold behaviour at Z = 2.4 [15], but the

data do not match with a previous report [16]. A study of the Z dependence of L1Cp

measured at Tg shows a minimum at 2.4. But the persistent infrared spectral hole

burning studies of the effect of network topology on low temperature relaxation in

Ge-As-Se system of glasses do not show any indication of a rigidity transition or any

other unusual features at Z = 2.4 [17]. On the other hand. the composition

dependence of optical band gap and thermal diffusivity show threshold maxima at Z

= 2.67 [18].

In this chapter. we report the variation of thermal parameters. viz., thermal

diffusivity. thermal efTusivity, thermal conductivity and heat capacity as a function

of the average coordination number Z for GexAs2SSe75-x system of glasses. The

photopyroe1ectric technique described in Chapter 2 has been used for the

determination of the above thermal parameters. The compositions have been chosen

to produce an average atomic coordination Z ranging from 2.30 to 2.80. Average

coordination number Z of a ternary glass of the form A."ByC 100-x-y is given by

Z = [x N.·I + Y NB + (lOO-x-y) Nc]l1 00 (7.5)

where. N..J. NB and Ne are the coordination numbers of the elements A, Band C

respectively and x and y are the atomic weight percentages of the elements A and B

respectively in the network glass.
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7.2 Sample preparation and experimental details

Glass samples with the general formula, Ge,.As25Se75-.t (2.5 ~ x ~ 27.5) have been

prepared by the melt quenching technique. Appropriate quantities of high purity

constituents are taken in quartz ampoules. which are evacuated and sealed. The

ampoules are kept in an electrical furnace and slowly heated to 10000 C. They are

kept at 10000 C for nearly 24 hours with intermittent rotation of the ampoules for

homogeneous mixing of the constituents. Then the ampoules are quenched in ice

water to obtain the glassy samples. The amorphous natures of the samples are

confirmed by X-ray diffraction technique.

Thermal parameters of the samples have been determined using the

photopyroelectric (PPE) technique described in earlier chapters. Samples of

thickness ~ 0.5 mm have been used for the measurements. A He-Cd laser (A =: 442

nm) has been used as the source of radiation and a PVDF film of thickness 28 J.1m.

both sides coated with Ni-Cr as the detector. Light modulation is achieved using a

mechanical chopper (Model SR540). PPE signal is measured using a dual phase

lock-in amplifier (Model SR830).

7.3 Results and discussion

Thermal thicknesses of the samples are confirmed by plotting the PPE signal

amplitude and phase as a function of modulation frequency. These plots are shown

in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2.
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Thermal diffusivity (a) of the samples is determined from the corresponding PPE

signal phases and thermal effusivity (e) from PPE signal amplitudes. The variations

of a and e with average coordination number Z are shown in Fig. 7.3.

Sample mass densities have been determined using the Archimedean

principle with liquid paraffin used as the densiometric fluid. Fig. 7.4 shows the Z

dependence of density. Thermal conductivity (K) and heat capacity (cp ) of the

samples can be determined using the relations.

K=e~

e
c =--

I' pJ;;

Variations of K and cl' with Z are shown in Fig. 7.5.

(7.6)

(7.7)

From the composition dependence studies, it is seen that thermal diffusivity

and thermal effusivity show maxima around Z = 2.67. Thermal conductivity also

shows a maximum at Z = 2.67. while heat capacity shows a minimum around Z =

2.4.

The occurrence of threshold maxima in a and K values round Z = 2.67 can

be explained in terms of the change in network topology and dimensionality. In .Se.

rich glasses of the Ge-As-Se system. the two-fold coordinated Se will form flexible

chains of Se in the glass network. The addition of four-fold coordinated germanium

results in branching and cross-linking of these chains. These configurational changes

result in the formation of a two-dimensional structure. which is stabilized by the

medium range intermolecular interactions. Thus, as the Ge concentration increases.

value of Z increases and cross-linking of the Se atom chains occurs. As a result, the
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flexibility of the network glass gets reduced. This results in an increase in the value

of a. At Z = 2.67. the medium range order fully gets developed and a layered

structure is formed. This results in a maximum value for a. At this composition. the

system goes over to a rigid 3-D structure and the system will be rigid beyond this

composition.

In these glassy materials. thermal conductivity depends crucially on the

phonon mean free path in the system. The threshold maximum of K around Z = 2.67

can be explained on the basis of the development of a more ordered and rigid

structure at this composition. The slight decrease in the value of K beyond this

composition may be due to the large number of defect present in the three-

dimensional structure.
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7.4 Conclusions

Thermal parameters of the GerAs25Se75-x (x = 2.5-27.5) system of glasses have been

measured using the photopyroelectric technique. From the average coordination

number dependence studies. it is seen that anomalous variations occur at threshold

compositions. The results are explained on the basis of the various structural models

for chalcogenide glasses. The observed maxima in the values of a and K around Z =

2.67 indicate that medium range interactions have an important role in determining

the network topology in these glasses.
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CHAPTERS

Summary and conclusions

The phenomena of carrier type reversal (CTR) and electrical switching exhibited by

chalcogenide glasses have attracted a great deal of scientific attention. Most of the

work presented in this thesis deal with amorphous chalcogenides exhibiting these

phenomena.

Bulk chalcogenide glasses. prepared by the melt quenching technique. are in

general p·type semiconductors and their conductivity cannot be made n-type by the

addition of impurities as in the case of their crystalline counterparts. This has been

attributed to the presence of a pinned Fermi level near the middle of the gap. But, of

late. it has been found that. when certain heavy elemental metallic impurities like Bi

or Pb is added to certain chalcogenide glass systems, they exhibit a change in the

conduction type from pto n at certain specific compositions.

In this thesis, we report the results of our measurements on Pb2oGexSelw.x

(I 7 s x s 24). PbyGe.J2-.lSe58 (0 ~ y 520). BixGe2oSego.x (2 ~ x s 12) and PbxIn25-xSe75

(2 5 x ~ IS) systems of glasses. which exhibit the phenomenon of carrier type

reversal. Bulk glasses were prepared by the conventional melt quenching technique.

We have measured the thermal parameters of the samples as a function of

composition and have found that anomalous variations occur at the critical

compositions corresponding to CTR. A modified photopyroelectric (PPE) technique

has been employed to determine the thermal parameters viz.. thermal diffusivity (a).



thermal effusivity (e), thermal conductivity (K) and heat capacity (cp )

simultaneously. A photoacoustic (PA) phase lag technique has been used to

determine a independently. The variations in thermal parameters have been

explained on the basis of the enhancement in carrier concentration during carrier

type reversal. Optical band gaps ofthe samples have been determined using a UV

Vis-NIR spectrophotometer.

Photoconductivity measurements have also been carried out on Pb-Ge-Se

and Pb-In-Se systems of glasses. Composition dependences of photoconductivity

and photodetectivity have been studied. It is found that CTR gets clearly reflected in

these properties. Results are analyzed on the basis of existing photoconductivity

models for chalcogenide glasses.

We have also studied the variations of thermal parameters during electrical

switching in In.,TeIOO-x (20 :$; x :$; 40) glasses. It is found that thermal conductivity

shows an increase during electrical switching. It is believed that during switching.

crystallization of the material occurs. The increase in thermal conductivity may be

due to an increase in phonon mean free path due to crystallization.

The effect of various topological thresholds on the thermal properties of the

typical ternary glass system Ge-As-Se has been investigated. We have chosen

Ge,As15Se75-x (2.5 :$; x :$; 27.5) so that the average coordination Z varies from 2.30 to

2.80. It is found that thermal conductivity shows a maximum around Z = 2.67. The

results are explained on the basis of the Tanaka model.

The phenomenon of carrier type reversal in chalcogenide glasses has not yet

fully understood. Various models have been proposed by authors to explain various

experimental results obtained. More experiments have to be carried out for a better
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understanding of this phenomenon. Neutron scattering and photoelectron

spectroscopy experiments in glass systems exhibiting CTR can provide valuable

information about the variations in bonding structure with composition. There is

plenty of scope for doing further work in these areas. as several questions still

remain unanswered.

to••.. \
"" .
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